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I. Abstract 

This thesis investigates problems of the outbound logistics department of Smurfit Kappa 
Roermond Papier. The problems of this department can be split into two parts: the current 
situation and the future situation. This thesis presents solution directions for the current work 
situation by working out and recommending efficiency gains. It furthermore investigates the 
future situation with an investment appraisal for a new automated warehouse that is intended 
to solve capacity and speed problems for the long term. The focus of the thesis lies on the 
second problem, however the efficiency gains in the current situation are needed to provide 
relief and prevent a standstill of the department. 

To come up with advice for this investment, the capital asset pricing model and the net 
present value model were used. The thesis also includes a theoretical investigation into the 
capital asset pricing model. A multi-factor model was used to come up with the cost of equity. 
Then, the net present value model was used for the actual investment appraisal. The analysis 
included scenarios for both the expected savings and also the discount factor. This way, more 
information (such as the mean and standard deviation) is available for the investment 
appraisal and for decision makers. The investment appraisal and advice for the company used 
the results of the net present value analysis. The net present value of the project turned out 
to be negative in the scenario that used the company specific required return as discount 
rate. In almost all other discount rates and savings scenarios, the net present value turned 
out to be positive (including those using the cost of equity as calculated with the multi-factor 
capital asset pricing model).  

Certain aspects are discussed that seem to influence the outcome of the CAPM, such as the 
timeframe used to average historical data to determine a factor value, or the time interval 
between the calculated returns (of the market and stock) used in the regression to determine 
beta.  

Furthermore, a new alert mechanism is introduced based on a novel idea of risk that looks at 
the minimum amount of contribution margin a firm should maintain. This is especially 
important for capital-intensive firms that generally have a higher fixed cost which increases 
susceptibility to changes in the market.  
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III. Management summary 

This master thesis research is done as a graduation project that marks the end of my study 
Operations Management and Logistics at the TU/e. It was performed in collaboration with 
Smurfit Kappa Roermond Papier. Smurfit Kappa Roermond Papier is part of the Smurfit 
Kappa Group. Smurfit Kappa Roermond Papier specializes in the production and 
development of the intermediate or semi-finished product, which is used for corrugated-
board sheets by other plants. 
Problem identification - The focus of this thesis lies on the outbound logistics processes. 
The problems there can be split into two parts: the current and future situation. The problems 
in the current situation are caused by the production output that has been increasing over the 
past years, whereas the resource capacity of the department has remained stable. This has 
caused critical stock volumes, increasing waiting times and corresponding costs. To solve 
these problems in the long term, a new automated warehouse has to be built, which is the 
future situation. This new warehouse will replace the three warehouses and a rented external 
warehouse that are currently in place. Cost effectiveness is the main challenge of this plan. 
Research questions - The first research question is: How can SKRP solve its problems 
regarding the logistical outbound processes? This question investigates the relevant 
problems of the current situation (1.1), the improvements that should be made to optimize the 
processes until the new warehouse is finished (1.2), the best solution for the new warehouse 
in the future situation (1.3) and the costs and savings of the investment project (1.4). The 
second research question is: What are the main streams of the CAPM and how can one 
derivative be applied in practice for this investment appraisal? This question entails a 
theoretical discussion (2.1) and a real-world application of one CAPM model (2.2). The third 
research question is: Can the NPV be used as investment valuation method and what is the 
result for the automated warehouse investment project?  
Methodology – For question 1.1, several tasks were conducted to identify the relevant 
problems. Then, solution directions were investigated for question 1.2. An analysis of 
strengths and weaknesses was done for the found solutions for question 1.3. For the last sub 
question of question 1, the savings sources were split from other benefits and the 
corresponding savings in figures were identified. 
For question 2.1, each major derivate of the CAPM domain was investigated. Then, one model 
was chosen to be implemented in the next sub question. This decision was made based on 
ease of applicability and performance. In the second sub question, the factor model by Fama 
& French (2014) was used. Three scenarios were set up.  
For question 3, five different scenarios were worked out that included different saving values   
Furthermore, the discount rate had to be determined to calculate the NPV. There are different 
methods based on the different options a company has to structure its funding. These were 
considered and five scenarios were set up for the discount rate as well. This way, the best-
suited method for Smurfit Kappa method was found. 
Results – Question 1.1: There is no put-away logic which results in additional handlings and 
scattered SKUs over and in the warehouses, as can be concluded from the developed 
heatmap. Due to this and the high stock and work pressure, the picking times and 
consequently the waiting times for freight trucks are too high.  
Question 1.2: The (recommendations for) improvement in work processes are realized by 
introducing more logic in the placement of reels. A guideline is developed that guides the 
department in optimizing the placement of new reels. Also, pre-load compartments that 
contain complete orders are created. The availability of data is increased by introducing the 
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new SAP business intelligence tool which enables users to view all relevant data and make 
reports of them as they wish. The layout of warehouses is improved such that an increase of 
stock capacity of 650 tons is realized. Also, the pallet compartments are optimized.  
Question 1.3: Through a requirements analysis, it was established that the stock capacity 
needs to be 28,000 ton as minimum. Four loading bays are required and the new logistics 
flow is identified. The systems need to handle a speed of 2677 tons of reels per day at peak. 
There are two options for the location of the new warehouse, the current location or the site 
on the other side of the road. The latter has more advantages. There are three options for the 
main automation method: AGVs, automated overhead crane or storage racks with automated 
extraction. The crane has the most advantages. There are two methods for the outbound 
transportation system: AGVs or a conveyer system. They could both work. 
Question 1.4: The net savings (recurring savings minus recurring additional costs) were found 
to be €2,088,230.56. The initial costs still have to be estimated since at the time of writing the 
decision was not made. Based on the options, the costs are estimated at €10-15 million. 
Therefore, they are assumed to be €12.5 million. 
Question 2.1: Each major derivate of the CAPM domain mentioned in the methodology is 
investigated with at least one model. Then, the choice is made that the multi-factor model is 
used in the next chapter where it is applied in practice. The reason is twofold, it improves 
upon the standard CAPM and is fairly easy to implement given the data set provided by 
authors of the three and five factor models. 
Question 2.2: A regression analysis between the factors of the factor model and the monthly 
stock returns of Smurfit Kappa made it clear that the best model for the company includes 
the market risk premium and the SMB (size effect). Models with other factors resulted in non-
significance. Then, three different timeframes were used for obtaining the factors values by 
averaging them over a certain period in the past. Then, the cost of equity can be calculated 
using the factor CAPM model. Scenario 1 (with average of one year) was 36.95%. Scenario 2 
(average of five years) was 15.90%. Scenario 3 (average of ten years) was 15.72%. 
Question 3: The NPV was calculated by determining two factors: The expected savings and 
the discount factor. For both, scenarios were set up. Regarding the expected savings, five 
scenarios were made, which make changes to yearly recurring savings. Regarding the 
discount factor, five scenarios were made that change it based on the different choices the 
company has to structure its funding. It was found that the expected NPV for the scenario 
using the company specific rate is equal to -€665,084. Looking at the base savings scenario 
and the company specific rate, either the initial investment value should be €12.2 million or 
less for the NPV to be positive, or the discount rate has to be less than 16.32%. Almost all 
other discount factor scenarios have a percentage lower than this, meaning that if the 
company steps away from their own required rate of return the expected NPV for the 
investment would be positive. It is furthermore recommended to step away from the company 
specific rate and move to the WACC to discount since this better reflects the true costs of 
finance of Smurfit Kappa. 
Discussion and recommendation - Certain aspects are discussed that seem to have 
influence on the outcome of the CAPM, such as the timeframe that is taken to average 
historical data to determine a factor value, or the time interval between the calculated returns 
(of the market and stock) used in the regression to determine beta. Based on this case, we 
would recommend a timeframe of 5-10 years for averaging data used for factor values and a 
large enough time interval between time intervals of returns for calculating beta. 
Last, judging on their contribution margin, it is concluded that Smurfit Kappa can take on the 
investment project. The additional fixed costs that would be introduced by the automated 
warehouse project still keeps the company well below the threshold of risk based on their 
desired profit margin. By taking on additional fixed cost, their total fixed costs still imply a 
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value for their coefficient of contribution margin (!!) above the minimum amount (R(!!)). This 
means that the company can safely take the investment project in terms of risk. The fixed 
costs can thus increase up to €5103.679 million before the value of !! gets to small which 
would make the DOL too large (which implies more risk, as we have seen) based on the 
historical data and their desired profit margin.  
Conclusion and discussion - We conclude that the company should take on the project and 
recommend that they change their internal discounting rate to the WACC to reflect their true 
cost of finance. This also makes the NPV positive, which is not a goal in itself but helps with 
the recommendation to take on this project. This recommendation is fortified by the risk 
assessment using the using the DOL. This can be used as an alert mechanism for firms to 
keep their operating leverage down to reduce risk dependent on their chosen strategy. Smurfit 
Kappa operates well below the fixed costs that is found with the minimum amount of 
contribution margin. With their current stategy, the company can easily take on more fixed 
costs and they would still operate far from the threshold.  
There are some limitations of this thesis and recommendations for future research. The 
theoretical investigation into the CAPM is not exhaustive. Future research should identify all 
streams and provide a framework for implementation that gives recommendations based on 
use cases. Also, future research should look into the multiple aspects that have influence on 
the outcome of the CAPM. Larger time intervals for returns to calculate beta with and more 
than three scenarios for the timeframe of the average values for the factors should be 
considered to further investigate the effect of these aspects. 
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1. Introduction 

This master thesis research is done as a graduation project that marks the end of my study 
Operations Management and Logistics at the TU/e. It is performed in collaboration with 
Smurfit Kappa Roermond Papier, which provided the opportunity to work on a real-world 
case for my graduation thesis. This thesis is the final part of the graduation project. It was 
preceded by an orientation period at the company, the literature review and the research 
proposal. 

First, the problems are identified. To know what should be improved, the current situation of 
the company and the current scientific knowledge are analyzed. Then, the research questions 
are set up. After that, the methodology is discussed in the project plan before moving to the 
analysis for answering the research questions. The analysis of company problems follows 
after this. Next, the theoretical analysis of the CAPM is conducted, after which a method of it 
is applied in a real-world case of the company. Then, an investment appraisal is conducted 
using the NPV and advice is given. The thesis is concluded with the discussion and conclusion 
chapter. 

This chapter introduces the company group, the location itself and the problems. 

1.1 Company description 

As the name suggests, Smurfit Kappa Roermond Papier is part of the Smurfit Kappa group. 
Since 2001, the company is part of Kappa Packaging after an acquisition. After a merger of 
Kappa Packaging and Smurfit in 2005, the company is officially part of the Smurfit Kappa. 

1.1.1 Smurfit Kappa group 
The Smurfit Kappa group is a multinational that is listed on the London Stock Exchange. In 
2018, their total revenue reached €8,946 million with a net income of €639 million. Globally, 
they employ roughly 45,000 employees (“2018 full year results”, 2019). The company 
specializes in the manufacturing of paper-based packaging. The operations include almost 
all activities, from raw material to finished product. Smurfit Kappa is specialized in two 
products: cardboard packaging as finished product and paper sheets as intermediate or 
semi-finished product. This semi-finished product is partly sold to outside parties and partly 
used within the group by other plants to make the finished product; cardboard packaging 
material. The raw materials for these products are partly sourced from own forestry; they own 
103,000 hectares of private forest for their virgin paper branch (new paper fibers). A large part 
of their products is sourced from recycled paper, which can be fully used again. Therefore, 
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the company has a fairly closed cycle of materials and energy. Smurfit Kappa is active in a 
total of 33 countries in Europe and the Americas. 

1.1.2 Smurfit Kappa Roermond papier 
Smurfit Kappa Roermond Papier (SKRP) is part of the Smurfit Kappa group mentioned above. 
The plant specializes in the production and development of the intermediate or semi-finished 
product, which is used for corrugated-board sheets. At SKRP, they use recycled cardboard 
as input, which uses less energy and water than cardboard that is made from wood pulp 
(virgin fibers). The wastepaper is being processed to watery pulp after which it is dried such 
that it can be used to make large paper sheets. These sheets are rolled up and cut in different 
lengths. Besides different lengths (heights) of the large reels, the thickness of the sheet itself 
also differs. Last year, approximately 1200 different SKUs (Stock Keeping Units) were made. 
The manufacturing process of all Smurfit Kappa plants are summarized in Figure 1, in which 
SKRP starts with ‘recycled materials’ since it is a paper mill. SKRP, which is the company 
that I am conducting my thesis at, is indicated in red. There are several essential parts inside 
that paper mill: The input and processing of the input, the process of making the large reels 
with the paper machines and finally the storage of the final product in the warehouse. The 
latter will be the focus of this thesis and is indicated with the blue circle in Figure 1. The 
storage of these large paper reels is the responsibility of the outbound logistics department. 
The finished good is the input for the next step for other mills that start at the conversion of 
containerboard. So, the finished good at SKRP is essentially a semi-finished good when the 
whole process is considered. 

 

Figure 1 - Production process for corrugated-board and packaging solutions (Source: SKRP presentation) 
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SKRP had a net turnover of €450 million in 2018. There are 250 employees actively processing 
1 million bales of wastepaper into 650,000 ton of new paper each year. The paper is produced 
depending on the quality and dimensions required by the customer. In the warehouses the 
paper reels are stored until they are loaded and shipped to the customer (which may or may 
not be within the Smurfit Kappa group). There are three paper machines (PM) which produce 
the semi-finished product; four global types of paper sheets. These are displayed in Figure 2. 
Of course, there are many variations within these four product lines as discussed before. 

- The PM1 normally produces the Testliner, which is used for the inside and the outside 
of the cardboard. The annual capacity of the PM1 is around 264,000 tons. 

- The PM2 produces the Schrenz or Chipliner, which is used for both the inside straight 
lines and the waves of cardboard. The annual capacity of the PM2 is approximately 
42,000 tons. 

- The PM3 mainly produces the High-Performance Fluting, which is again used for 
waves. The annual capacity of the PM3 is approximately 344,000 tons.   

 

Figure 2 - Testliner, Schrenz/Chipliner & high-performance fluting respectively 

 

1.2 Problem introduction Smurfit Kappa Roermond Papier 

As becomes clear from the introduction above, Smurfit Kappa Roermond papier is a 
production-centered company. This means that everything revolves around the number of 
produced paper reels tons, which reduces the cost – and consequently the price – of each 
produced ton. This is the main way the company can set itself apart from competition, since 
many competitors make similar semi-finished products (the paper reels) with the same quality 
and features. Due to this, the smooth operation production process is the top priority in terms 
of money, (improvement) projects and attention. Until recently, other non-value adding 
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activities have been slightly overlooked. Especially with the increasing output of the Paper 
Machines (PM), this became a larger problem for some departments. This is also the case for 
the logistics department, which consists of inbound and outbound flows. The first considers 
the unloading and storage of inbound recycled paper bales, which are used as raw material. 
The latter considers the storage of the paper reels and the loading of this semi-finished 
product onto trucks. The focus of this master thesis is on the outbound logistics. Thus, the 
relevant problem lies at the outbound logistical process of the company. The main warehouse 
capacity is insubstantial for the tons that are being produced. Also, it lacks a warehouse 
management system and the work processes that are in place are old and inefficient. This is 
the current situation and the first issue of the company regarding its (outbound) logistics. The 
future situation is an automated warehouse, which is their second issue. 

1.2.1 Current situation 
The current situation of the outbound logistical flow is problematic. At the moment it is not 
known whether groups of SKUs (the paper reels) are assembled or spread across the 
warehouse. It is also not known whether reels are easily accessible for the forklift truckdrivers 
without having to put many reels aside. Currently there is no warehouse management system. 
However, location and stock per location is registered in SAP. Furthermore, there is no put-
away logic and the reels are stored in empty spaces without any further thought. One 
additional large problem is the storage capacity of the warehouse, which is why two smaller 
separate warehouses are in place (besides the main one) and even an additional warehouse 
is rented to cope with growing stock due to increasing produced quantities. The minimum 
and maximum stock each week of 2018 and a part of 2017 is shown in Figure 3 below. 

 

Figure 3 - Stock of each week in 2017 and 2018 

The result of this is that large batches coming from the machines are placed directly on a 
semi-truck to be shuttled to halls 7 and 8, which are separate warehouses on-site. A visual 
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example of these halls that store the paper reels is shown in Figure 5. The problem with these 
external warehouses is that sometimes trucks have to first be partly loaded at the central 
warehouse (which is shown in Figure 4) and then move to the smaller warehouses. This takes 
a lot of time since there is only one loading dock at these halls. Additionally, the reels that are 
being shuttled to them are often times fast movers (reels that are often sold) who either have 
to be retrieved or loaded in the outdoor halls. This takes too much in both cases.  

  

Figure 4 - Central/main warehouse 

 
Figure 5 - Hall 7 & 8 respectively 

1.2.2 Future situation 
The solution for the current problem is meant to cover the time period until the new automated 
warehouse project is realized.  

To solve all problems regarding the logistic process and storage capacity, Smurfit Kappa 
Roermond Papier wants to investigate the option to build a new warehouse. Its wish is to 
automate this warehouse as much as possible as long as it is cost effective to do so. This 
new warehouse will replace the three warehouses and a rented external warehouse that are 
in place currently, as shown below in Figure 6. It will be located at the other side of the road 
to make room for future expansion of production capacity, such as a new PM. The transport 
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to this side of the road will be done with a bridge that houses the conveyer belt to move the 
reels from production to their storage facility. 

 
Figure 6 - Locations of the current warehouses and the future one 

It is almost certain that one part will be automated, namely the transport from the machines 
to the warehouse and the actual storage of the reels. The transport to the warehouse can be 
realized with conveyer belts. The solution for the automated warehouse has not been 
determined yet and should be investigated. Also, the design of the logistical flow from storage 
to the trucks (the actual loading process) has not yet been determined in terms of automation 
and method. It is not known if there exists a solution that is also cost effective to automate 
this last flow. This should also be investigated. 

Cost effectiveness is the main challenge of this plan, since it is estimated to require an 
investment of more than 10 million euros. This investment plan needs to be solid since it has 
to be approved by multiple parties and eventually the board of Smurfit Kappa. Therefore, it is 
needed to accurately estimate and discount all costs while also identifying all 
savings/proceeds.  

Ultimately, this project comes down to an investment decision. Should Smurfit Kappa 
Roermond Papier invest in an automated warehouse given the costs and the benefits? If so, 
which investments should be made and which should not be made in terms of the automation 
of the whole process or only a part of the process.  
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2. Research assignment 

Now that the problems are identified, the research objectives for current situation, the 
intended future situation and research topics regarding methods for the valuation of 
investments are set up. Also, the scope of the research is clarified such that research 
boundaries are set. Since the thesis is executed at a company, the company deliverables are 
mentioned as well. 

2.1 Research questions 

As explained earlier, the thesis can be roughly partitioned into two objectives. The first one is 
to investigate efficiency gains in the current situation. The second objective is to investigate 
the intended future situation and apply valuation methods such that an investment plan 
appraisal can be derived. This all leads to three research questions.  

2.1.1 First research question  
Since the long-term solutions will not be in place for several years and the current situation is 
not sustainable given the increasing production volumes and number of shipments, the 
current situation is researched and included in this master thesis. It is essential that 
improvements are implemented in the current situation before we can move on. Currently, 
there is no warehouse management system or method to guide the forklift drivers to put the 
newly produced reels away. Other (work) processes are also old and inefficient. Reels of the 
same SKUs are probably not placed together and can be buried behind many other reels. 
Due to capacity problems there are four warehouse locations. Without any put-away logic, 
this causes many problems which result in longer picking and loading times and consequently 
longer lead times for the externally contracted transport which on its turn increases costs for 
SKRP. 

SKRP wants to invest in a new (semi-)automated warehouse which would replace the current 
three (non-automated) warehouses and the rented space. This finally solves numerous issues 
for good and will come with many advantages; such as reduced loading times and less 
operations or handling per reel. However, it is not clear yet what the best option is for this 
warehouse. Also, it is not known which level of automation (fully or semi-automated) is the 
best solution considering benefits and costs. Smurfit Kappa Roermond Papier wants to 
explore all options and solutions to come up with balanced and cost-effective solution such 
that a convincing and solid investment plan is developed. Furthermore, the current situation 
also needs improvements for the time until this new warehouse is realized. This all leads to 
the following research question: 
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How can Smurfit Kappa Roermond Papier solve its problems regarding the 

logistical outbound processes? 

First research question 

To deliver a complete answer this research question consists of sub questions. This also 
helps to structure the research process: 

1.1 What are the relevant problems of the current situation that need to be solved or 
improved? 

1.2 What improvements can be made in the current situation that optimize the processes 
and available space until the new warehouse is finished? 

1.3 What is the best solution (considering cost-effectiveness while being efficient in terms 
of logistics) for the new warehouse in the future situation? 

1.4 What are the costs and savings of this project and how can Smurfit Kappa Roermond 
Papier accurately estimate them such that an investment proposal can be made for a 
new (semi-) automated warehouse?  

2.1.2 Second research question  
To realize the future situation, a solid investment plan needs to be made. One method that 
provides the needed input is the capital asset pricing model. This research domain is 
investigated in the first sub question. This sub question investigates the theoretical streams 
of the CAPM to determine which model is the most suitable for the project at hand. 
Furthermore, an actual practical application of one of the methods takes place in the second 
sub question. Some papers have mentioned the testing of their methods to report their 
performance, but these tests are mostly to validate their methods and for empirical tests. 
Even this is not done by all papers. Especially the valuation of investment projects that result 
in tangible assets cannot be found often in the literature. This leads to the following research 
question: 

What are the main streams of the CAPM and how can one derivative be applied 

in practice for this investment appraisal? 

Second research question 

The second research question also consists of sub questions: 

2.1 What streams of the CAPM can currently be found in the scientific literature and which 
derivative is best-suited to be applied to this investment case? 
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2.2 Can a method be applied to a real-world investment appraisal calculation and how 
does it work for Smurfit Kappa? 

2.1.3 Third research question 
There are also methods for the actual investment appraisal of the project, such as the net 
present value (NPV). The CAPM provides part of the input necessary for these methods. After 
the CAPM is used for calculations, the NPV provides information regarding the value of the 
project. The application of these methods and interpreting the results to come up with advice 
for the automated warehouse project has value. This research question focusses on the 
valuation method; the NPV. Furthermore, to optimize and investigate the performance 
different parameters are altered and scenarios are set up.  

Can the NPV be used as investment valuation method and what is the result for 

the automated warehouse investment project? 

Third research question 

2.2 Scope 

It is important to set boundaries in the thesis such that it stays manageable in the given time 
period and other constraints. Also, they are important for narrowing the focus of the research. 
The first part of the research looks at the problems that the logistics department is facing. As 
said, the logistics department of SKRP consists of the outbound and inbound department. 
Only the outbound part of the logistics department is considered in this research. The inbound 
logistics department is also faced with problems and challenges, but they require completely 
different solution directions. Furthermore, the logistics department as a whole has problems. 
An example is their yard management solution (to call out trucks onto the premise in the most 
optimal sequence), which does not work properly. These problems are out of scope for this 
thesis.  

The reason that the operational issues regarding the current situation are included in the 
master thesis is the fact that inefficiencies have to be reduced and/or fixed. As said, the long-
term solutions will not be in place for several years and the fact that the current situation is 
not sustainable given the increasing production volumes and number of shipments, the 
current situation needs to be improved before the envisioned future situation can be realized. 
Furthermore, it is important to have a starting point (as-is situation) for complete 
understanding of all the important aspects before investigating the future (to-be) situation. 

The second part of this thesis focusses on investment decision models. A literature reviews 
was conducted on the CAPM. A method of the CAPM is applied in practice and its result is 
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consequently used as input for the NPV model. The NPV model is used as valuation method 
for the automated warehouse project. A potential gap in the current scientific literature was 
discovered regarding the CAPM; the application in real-world scenarios is mostly missing. It 
is not investigated which methods are most suited for specific applications and the 
complications of implementation are also not documented. 

Also, the NPV is investigated in this thesis to find out its performance as valuation method in 
practice. No theoretical comparison was conducted that investigates the different possible 
methods or derivatives of the NPV. Furthermore, there are numerous other methods for both 
the valuation of assets as well as the decision-making tools for investment plans or decisions. 
In this thesis, we only look at the CAPM and the NPV. The reason for this is to keep the thesis 
focused and manageable in the given time. Furthermore, the main goal is to give advice on 
the investment appraisal of the automated warehouse.  

2.3 Company deliverables 

Since the master thesis is conducted at a company, the company deliverables should be clear 
in advance. A large part of the company deliverables is already covered with the research 
questions above. These are globally the issues that the company expects me to investigate. 
Furthermore, Smurfit Kappa Roermond Papier expects me to assist them on various tasks of 
the project. They expect my consult on the logistic flow and facility in and around the new 
warehouse. An example is to research the optimal design for the loading docks and the most 
optimal flow around the new warehouse.  
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3. Project plan 

This chapter touches the research methodology that was used to tackle the research 
questions. It furthermore contains a short discussion about the field data. 

3.1 Research methodology 

The research methodology is important for a well-executed thesis or any other research. This 
section explains how the research questions are tackled that are men.  

3.1.1 First research question 
The first research question is: How can Smurfit Kappa Roermond Papier solve its problems 
regarding the logistical outbound processes? For each sub question, the approach for 
tackling the question is explained. 

Sub question 1 

The first sub question (relevant problems of the current situation) is already partly answered 
in the introduction. However, to completely answer this sub question, it is important to 
formally asses the problems of the outbound logistics department of Smurfit Kappa. It can be 
the case that the company and department have overlooked certain aspects. The goal of this 
sub question is to critically look at the current way of working and to make a comprehensive 
list of inefficiencies. The first step to answer this sub question was to closely examine the 
processes and work activities. In this step, various analysis tasks were conducted: 

- Identifying work processes  
- Analysis of current status of SKUs (Number of SKUs, distribution and storage time) 
- (Development of) lead times for loading 
- Level of business intelligence 
- Layout of the warehouses 

After the analysis was done, problem areas were identified. They were used as the input for 
the next sub question, which developed solutions or improvements for these issues. 

Sub question 2 

The second sub question (improvements for the current situation) involved making operational 
changes to issues that are identified in the previous research question. The following 
improvements directions were investigated:  

Work processes: It can be argued that the work processes in place are inefficient. They were 
improved by introducing put-away logic to reduce handling time per reel. To accomplish this, 
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an ABC analysis was applied on the SKU data to come up with a list of fast movers. These 
fast movers were determined based on their shipment volume of the previous year.  

Layout of warehouses: The internal lay-out of the warehouse was better optimized by 
searching for spots that could be improved in terms of the capacity and material flows. It 
required finding a solution that works in terms of workload and available space. Furthermore, 
a workflow had to be found which reduces the movement of material between the warehouses 
themselves.  

Lack of a data: To support all these improvements, advancements in available support data 
were realized. Before, only basic information regarding location and quantity of reels in SAP 
was accessible. This was expanded to support the coordinating employee that will be 
occupied with the planning of the designated location of reels and to inform management of 
the current status of the department. Therefore, a business intelligence program was 
developed in collaboration with the SAP/ ICT department. My task involved identifying the 
requirements of the program and determining the right KPIs and communicating them with 
the department. 

Sub question 3 

The third sub question (best overall solution for new automated warehouse) involved an 
information search for all available solutions for automated storage of large paper reels. This 
way, information is provided for making the best solution given the constraints such as reels 
per hour, dimensions, weight and storage capacity needs. Multiple options were identified for 
an automated warehouse, with their strong and weak points: 

1) Automated forklift trucks  

2) Reels in storage racks with automated extraction  

3) Automated cranes   

Visual examples can be found below. 

 
Figure 7 - Autonomous forklift  

Figure 8 - Storage stacks   
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Figure 9 - Automated crane 

Then, within these solution various options are possible. They were also investigated which 
included their cost, advantages and disadvantages of each option. As example, let us say 
that the solution with the automated crane is chosen. When choosing this alternative, many 
options for this solution exist. The number of crane systems, the design of the transport 
between the cranes and the outbound, the number of grippers of each crane system are all 
factors that need to be determined to name a few. Based on the required performance, costs 
and benefits the best overall solution can be chosen by management with the information 
presented in this research question. 

Sub question 4 

The fourth sub question (estimate costs for making an investment plan) involved the 
identification of all currently made costs that will be saved when the automated warehouse is 
in place. In the end, these costs were corrected for time. The following savings and other 
benefits were identified (Table 1). For all these savings, the exact amount had to be 
determined. 

Table 1 - Savings and other benefits when realizing new warehouse 

Savings  Other benefits 

Reduction of employees Less CAPEX for forklift 
trucks 

 Increased stock capacity  Reduction of loading 
locations 

No rental costs for external 
warehouses 

Less maintenance for 
forklift trucks 

 Reduction of loading times 
(cost avoidance) 

Extension of potential 
loading times 

No more shunting to 
external warehouses 

Less fuel costs  Creating room for possible 
future expansion  

Less nuisance for 
surrounding residents 

No more CAPEX and 
maintenance own shunting 
truck 

Other small savings  Less damage of reels due to 
less handling 

Other benefits 

3.1.2 Second research question  
The second research question is: What are the main streams of the CAPM and how can one 
derivative be applied in practice for this investment appraisal? For each sub question, the 
approach for tackling the question is explained. 

Sub question 1 

The first sub question is a theoretical investigation into the streams of the CAPM. In this 
literature review, each major derivative was investigated and mentioned. Within each stream, 
there are multiple versions that slightly differ from each other. All streams and derivates that 
were considered are listed in in Table 2 with a reference to the originating article.  
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Table 2 - List of methods identified in the literature review 

Considered models 

Dynamic programming approach (multi-period CAPM stream) 

- Myers & Turnbull (1977) 

- Ang & Lewellen (1982) 

- Wilhelm (1980) 

Heterogeneous investment horizon approach (multi-period CAPM stream) 

- Levy (1972) 

- Lee et al. (1987) 

Intertemporal CAPM 

- Merton (1973) 

Multi-factor models 

- Fama & French (1996) 

- Fama & French (2014) 

These are the methods and derivatives that were identified, which is not an exhaustive list for 
all CAPM derivatives available in the literature. Most major streams were identified, but many 
more models exist within these streams. Then, it was determined which method is used for 
the application in the next sub question. This selection was based on ease of implementation 
and on the rigidity of the theory and reported performance.  

Sub question 2 

The second sub question tested one of the methods in a real-world application. Where the 
previous sub question was concerned with the theory of each method, this sub question 
investigated the applicability of one model in practice. The multi-factor model by Fama & 
French (2014) was used. Three scenarios were set up. Each used a different time period for 
averaging the historical values of these factors which were needed as input to calculate the 
cost of equity with the CAPM. The goal of this sub question is to provide a description of the 
process of applying this model onto a real-world case; the automated warehouse. What were 
the challenges? What information does one need to implement this method? These are all 
questions that needed to be answered.  

3.1.3 Third research question 
The third research question is: Can the NPV be used as investment valuation method and 
what is the result for the automated warehouse investment project? 
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This research question applied the NPV in practice by using it for the investment case of the 
automated warehouse. The input from the analysis of all current costs (which become 
savings) and costs of new warehouse was used to calculate the total the costs and savings 
of this investment plan. Also here, different scenarios were worked out that included different 
savings. Since the project is in its early stages, the savings had to be estimated. By including 
different scenarios for these savings more information was obtained that can help the 
investment appraisal. In total, five scenarios were considered for these savings. Furthermore, 
the discount rate had to be determined to calculate the NPV. There are different methods 
based on the different options a company has to structure its funding. They were also 
considered in five scenarios. This way, it was investigated which method is best suited for 
Smurfit Kappa. This has added value since the literature is still not conclusive on this question, 
which makes sense since there are many different investment scenarios.  

Another goal of this question is to describe of the process of applying these models onto a 
real-world case.  

3.2 Field data 

Data for this research originated mostly from Smurfit Kappa and its suppliers and relations. 
Being a large corporation, they have data on every (internal) process, such as the supply, the 
internal machining processes and the logistics data. Financial data is also available. One part 
of the research questions actually involved making data more available and accessible. The 
main source of data within the company is SAP.  
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4. Analysis of company problems 

In this chapter, the identified problems of the company are further investigated. With this, the 
first research question is answered. This chapter is split between the current situation of the 
logistics (corresponding to research questions 1.1 and 1.2) regarding the current problems 
that needs to be solved and the future situation (corresponding to research questions 1.3 and 
1.4) that can only be realized after the current situation is under control. 

4.1 Current situation 

As said, the reason that the problems and solution directions of the current warehouse are 
included in this thesis research is twofold. First, it is necessary to solve these problems before 
investigating a new situation with an automated warehouse. It takes some time before this 
warehouse is build and realized and the production output will only increase. Therefore, it is 
important for the company to solve some problems in the current situation, which means that 
this is a company deliverable. Second, it is important for a rigid research to consider the 
current situation to get a good and complete picture of the ‘as-is’ situation. This is the baseline 
or starting situation which should be included since it is relevant for the future. 

4.1.1 Diagnosis of problems  
This analysis stems from the initiative to better organize the main warehouse in order to make 
smarter use of the available space and to make the work for the forklift drivers more pleasant 
and efficient and answers research question 1.1. Currently there is no put-away logic and 
reels are placed where there is space (there is only a rule-of-thumb rule in place that separates 
the warehouse between the PM1/2 reels and PM3 reels). This can be concluded after 
observing and talking with multiple employees. Furthermore, most of the time large batches 
of paper reels are placed directly on the shuttle truck to be driven to halls 7 and 8, especially 
when there are little free spaces in the main warehouse. The reels that are being shuttled also 
include fast movers (based on their shipment volume) that either have to be recovered back 
to the central warehouse or have to be loaded in one of the outdoor halls. In both cases this 
takes a lot of time and effort. According to several employees, paper reels of the same SKU 
are scattered over the warehouse which is of course inefficient. This is to be expected, since 
the only (unwritten) rule of thumb that is in place is that the reels coming from PM1/2 are 
placed on one side of the warehouse (storage compartments A, B, C, D, E and H) and the 
reels coming from the PM3 are placed on the other side of the warehouse (storage 
compartments D, P, R, S). Other than this, forklift drivers place the reels anywhere in the 
warehouse where there is an empty place or directly on the shuttle truck.  
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To investigate the claims that reels of the same SKUs are not placed together, a heat map 
was developed. The result of this analysis can be found in Figure 10 below. This heatmap 
represents the current situation at a specific and ordinary day in October 2018. Of particular 
interest are the fast mover SKUs, since these reels are shipped the most and thus handled 
the most by forklift drivers. If these SKUs are not grouped together, the picking and loading 
time increases dramatically. A list of the fast movers from 2018 was made and are grouped 
together with seven at a time. For example; if storage compartments are marked red, they 
represent either fast mover number 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7 and 13. Fast mover number 6, 10, 11 and 
12 were not in stock that day. This is why they are missing from the list. Furthermore, it 
important to note that it was in none of all investigated storage compartments the case that 
one color represented more than one of its SKU members. For example, if a storage 
compartment is marked red, it is never the case that it stores two of its fast mover ranks. This 
is convenient, since in this instance the map thus purely represents the distribution of each 
SKU (that is a fast mover) over the warehouse while keeping the picture clear by grouping 
SKUs together based on their fast mover ranking. 

 

Figure 10 - Heat map central warehouse 

Based on these findings and the information in the introduction, the conclusion can be drawn 
that change is needed to keep the outbound logistics functioning given the ever-increasing 
production rates. Furthermore, the lack of management software like a WMS is the biggest 
problem. There is a lack of accessible data that can optimize the space and give instructions 
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to forklift drivers where to put the reels. This is necessary given the capacity constraints and 
the increased production output of the last year. 

Due to unoptimized placement of reels, the forklift driver has to collect reels located across 
the warehouse and dig out some behind another SKUs in the same storage compartment. 
This is reflected in the picking times and in the waiting times for trucks. Due to the fact that 
these trucks are externally contracted, the arrival time cannot be controlled. It is observed 
that many arrive somewhere in the midday. Combined with the long picking times this results 
in long waiting times averaging around two to two and a half hours. Besides the fact that this 
causes large fees, the situation of the outbound logistics has to be improved to prevent a 
total halt. Especially considering the fact that machine output is only set to increase, alike the 
number of shipments each day.  

4.1.2 Solution directions for current situation  
This part answers research question 1.2. Since there are plans for a new automated 
warehouse it is unlikely that the company will invest in a WMS for the old warehouse. There 
are still some things that can be done and implemented to improve the work process and 
make them more efficient. If nothing is done, the whole logistics outbound will stall. In this 
section, some improvement directions are investigated: 

Improvement in work processes 

Since there is no warehouse management system and it probably will not be implemented in 
the meantime, a plan was developed that should be executed mostly manually. Of course, 
the company has some information stored in SAP since they work with this software for all 
their shipments and some very basic warehouse data (such as location and number in stock). 
A business intelligence tool was developed based on this available information, more on this 
in the next section.  

The plan we developed consists of an operational and strategic part that one employee (the 
foreman of the outbound logistics) is responsible for. This person will use this BI tool to plan 
each reel that is produced to a storage compartment in the warehouse, which is based on 
the SKU of that reel and its ranking on the fast mover list. The goal of the plan is that every 
fast-moving SKU will be placed in the central warehouse and all other SKUs will be placed 
directly onto the shuttle truck to be moved to an external warehouse. Furthermore, the SKUs 
are placed together (for which the average stock list is needed to determine the needed place) 
and have a dedicated place in the warehouse. This could change, due to changes in demand 
and thus changes in the ranking of fast movers.  
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Pre-load storage compartments were created such that several freights can be pre-picked in 
advance which reduces the number of freights that need to be loaded at more than one 
warehouse location. Furthermore, it is ought to reduce picking times and consequently 
waiting times for the trucks. This is the reason that data is needed about the freights next day, 
such that several non-fast movers can be retrieved from the other halls the evening before. 
The complete guideline and plan can be found in appendix A. The advantage of this plan is 
that the average handling per reel drops significantly. All reels of the same SKU are grouped 
together and given the fact that the most popular reels are closest to the main loading area, 
the picking time will decrease dramatically. Furthermore, freights that need to be loaded at 
more than one warehouse will decrease in numbers due to the better placement of fast mover 
SKUs and the pre-picked loads. Time pressure for forklift driver will decrease significantly 
while also reducing waiting time for the trucks. Of course, this way of working is still far from 
ideal, but a significant improvement over the current practices. The guideline is meant to 
bridge the time until structural improvements can be made by investing in the automated 
warehouse.  

Business intelligence  

To support the new guideline, significant improvements in the availability of data are needed. 
Data that is needed for this guideline is (among other things): List of fast movers in a given 
period, average stock information for each SKU in a given period (to allocate space for a 
SKU), machine origin of the reel (to know which side of the warehouse the SKU should be 
placed) and a production plan of the next day (for the pre-loading storage compartments). 

An Excel plug-in tool was developed in collaboration with the IT and SAP department of the 
company that can provide all required information and more. My contribution in this involved 
identifying the requirements of the program and determining the right KPIs and 
communicating them with the department. Many iterations of this tool were developed and 
tests were conducted with employees of the logistics department such that it is ensured that 
the right information objects are included and that the information displayed is also correct. 
Below, Figure 11 gives an example of the tool to show its UI and its functions. There are 
multiple data sources that can be dragged into two fields that are named columns and rows 
that correspond to the columns and rows in excel (which is the left field in the figure below). 
Each data source has many components that can be selected by the users. So are the number 
of reels and number of loads that are shown left in the picture part of the measures data 
source. Horizontally, the material (SKU) is given, that consists of the material number and 
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material description. This tool is thus very flexible and allows the user to find all information 
that is required for this new guideline. More information can be found in appendix B. 

 

Figure 11 - Example of newly developed BI tool 

Not only are the improvements in business intelligence meant to support the guideline, it also 
provides the outbound logistics department with information that could be needed for 
multiple purposes. The tool enables people to receive all possible information that could be 
needed and make reports for numerous situations, given the way it was developed by putting 
the user in control. Furthermore, a daily report was set up using this tool. This daily report is 
send to the whole logistics outbound and management of SKRP every day. They can see the 
performance of the outbound logistics of the previous day in one comprehensive report. 
Several interventions and adjustments can be made based on these KPIs. These KPIs were 
carefully picked after conversations with management and the department. An example of 
this daily report can be found in Figure 12 below. 

 

Figure 12 - Example of daily BI report 
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Increasing capacity 

Several adjustments to the layout of the warehouses were made in order that more capacity 
can be stored in the same space, which were identified by me in collaboration of the outbound 
logistics department. These improvements help to ease the stock pressure and increased 
production output. Three main improvements were implemented; a whole section in the main 
warehouse was rotated a quarter turn, the pallet compartment was optimized and an extra 
corner was freed up in hall 8 (one of their external warehouses). 

Regarding the first; in one section of the main warehouse there were many small stock 
compartments to cope with small production runs. The plan is to move most of these loads 
to the other halls and the remaining small compartments. When giving up most of them, they 
can be replaced with larger compartments that optimize the given space by reducing the 
driving aisles. The theoretical maximum stock capacity of the central warehouse is 18000 
tons, but the practical maximum is approximately 80% of this which results in 14400 tons. By 
adjusting the layout of this part of the central warehouse, the storage capacity was increase. 
The old and new situation is shown in Figure 13 below. In total 86 places were created. That 
translates to 650 tons (86 times 3 reels stacked times 2,5 ton per reel average). This has 
helped to ease the high stock. Besides the increased capacity the change also has other 
benefits, such as the increase in long compartments that can be used to store complete 
production runs. The reels will thus be already more grouped together before the new 
guideline will be implemented. 

 

Figure 13 - New layout of a part of the central warehouse 

Some reels are so small that they have to be put on pallets. These pallets have their own 
section in the central warehouse (since they cannot be transported to the other warehouses). 
The pallets were stored in compartments with the same dimensions as other reels. Therefore, 
improvements were made to these compartments by making them smaller so that more 
pallets can be stored in the same space. This resulted in two extra compartments up from 
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the twelve existing ones. Due to this improvement, produced pallets will not be placed in 
other compartments that significantly reduces the local storage capacity. Also in one of the 
halls the same improvement as in the central warehouse was implemented. A corner was 
cleared such that additional capacity is created. 

Other improvements 

Other general improvements were implemented to improve working conditions in the 
department. A two-weekly toolbox with all forklift drivers and their foreman is introduced. 
Previously, no form of deliberation did take place with them. Now, newly implemented items 
and improvements can be communicated, and the drivers can give their opinion and 
feedback. Furthermore, the meeting gives them a chance to propose and address new items 
or problems. The implementation is also visualized with by an agile partitioned whiteboard, 
so that the drivers can see the items that are being implemented and those that are finished 
in an instance. The underlying goal is to empower the forklift drivers and involve them in the 
changing work processes to increase the success probability of all changes.  

All of these improvements were made to reduce the workload and consequently improve the 
work processes, conditions and picking times. 

4.2 Future situation 

Now that the problems associated with the current problem are known and solved for the 
time being, the focus can be redirected on the future situation. The new automated warehouse 
is meant to solve all current problems for the long term. This is part of this thesis and was 
used as input for research. 

4.2.1 Best cost effective solution  
This sections answers research question 1.3. Before the best solution for the SKRP can be 
determined, first some requirements need to be specified. Requirements regarding stock 
capacity, logistical flow and needed loading docks and in- and output speed of (the 
components of) the warehouse should be crystalized.  

 Stock capacity requirement 

First, the required stock capacity was calculated. A good starting point is the historical stock 
data of last year given on each day. Using an Excel built-in analysis tool, several descriptive 
statistics were executed. It was assumed that the data is roughly normally distributed. All data 
and more information can be found in appendix C. The analysis is summarized in Table 3 
below.  
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Table 3 - Descriptive statistics 

STATISTICS     AVERAGES AND LIMITS DIFFERENT RULES 

MEAN 16100,88                       95% rule: Mean:  
16100,88 

STANDARD 

ERROR 

121,11   Upper limit: Mean + 2 x St. dev 20728,49 

MEDIAN 16119,07   Lower limit: Mean - 2 x St. dev 11473,26 

ST. DEV 2313,81      

KURTOSIS -0,52      

SCEWNESS 0,13  99.7% rule: 

RRULErule: 

Mean:  
16100,88 

RANGE 11157,31   Upper limit: Mean + 3 x St. dev 23042,30 

MINIMUM 10757,67   Lower limit: Mean - 3 x St. dev 9159,45 

MAXIMUM 21914,97      

SUM 5876819,43      

COUNT 365,00   68% rule: Mean:  
16100,88 

  

 

 

 

 

  Upper limit: Mean + 1 x St. dev 18414,68 

    Lower limit: Mean - 1 x St. dev 13787,07 

 

In Table 3 above, the 99.7, 95 and 68% rule is executed and calculated. The 95% rule was 
used as guideline to disregard outliers. This means that the upper limit indicates a needed 
capacity of 21,000 ton. However, production is expected to increase with approximately 33% 
in the coming years. The total yearly production will increase from 630,000 to approximately 
750,000 ton. Then, the conclusion can be drawn that the absolute minimum stock capacity 
of the new warehouse should be around 28,000 ton. This figure is an operational rate. If a 
system or set-up needs some overhead to operate, this still has to be added to the minimum 
capacity of 28,000 ton. 

Loading 

Next up is the logistical flow around the new warehouse and the needed loading docks. Let 
us start with the latter issue. When the new warehouse is realized, SKRP will also start working 
with time slots. This means that transport firms only have a certain time widow that they can 
arrive. This way, the arrivals will be more controlled and spread out. Together with the new 
yard management the flow can be better controlled and trucks will only be allowed to the 
loading area when the load is ready and a spot is free. Considering this improvement and the 
fact that the automatic warehouse will provide the opportunity to pre-load freights or picking 
them before the truck is allowed in the loading area, trucks will spend considerably less time 
at the loading bay. In the new situation this load will be ready in a pre-load area or will be on 
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the conveyer system (depending on the chosen solution) exiting the warehouse ready to be 
picked up by forklift drivers and loaded onto the freight trucks. Since the forklift drivers only 
have to pick up the reels from either the conveyer belt or from the pre-load area and turn 
around to load them onto the trucks, the loading time will be reduced. It was approximated 
that this can be done in 15 minutes. Some slack needed to be accounted for, which is why a 
20-minute time window was assumed to load the truck when it enters the loading area. 
Loading will start from 6 am until 10 pm, which is 14 hours. The objective is that SKRP will 
load 140 trucks in the future, which is 10 trucks per hour. Each slot can handle 3 trucks per 
hour (60 / 20), which indicates that four loading bays would be sufficient.  

Next is the logistical flow. The waiting parking area is already on the other side of the road. 
Then the truck moves to the loading area when the load is ready. It has a maximum of 20 
minutes to get loaded and move to the road site of the warehouse to ty and secure their 
payload before driving away. The logistical flow is shown in a picture in Appendix C.  

Speed requirement 

Last, the speed requirement needs to be determined. For this, an analysis of the production 
in 2019 until November was carried out. The most productive day this year (which was also 
the all-time production record) was in March, when in total 2249 ton was produced. This total 
is expected to increase to 2677 ton (2249 x (750,000 / 630,000)) in the future when considering 
the expected total yearly production increase from 630,000 to 750,000. More detailed 
information can be found in Appendix C. 

 Options 

Now that the requirements are clear, several options for the actual warehouse were 
considered. There are three main categories that contain several options; the location of the 
warehouse, the automation method or technology inside the warehouse and the outbound 
logistics of the warehouse. Several options were considered for each of them. 

Regarding the location, there are two options. It can be built where the central warehouse is 
currently located, or on the other side of the road. In case of the latter, a bridge has to be built 
with a conveyer system to the other side of the road. One would think that the current location 
would be cheaper because of this and other logical reasons. However, if the first option will 
be chosen the building has to be demolished, the transition period will cost a lot of money 
(since the reels need to be moved somewhere else in the meantime) and additional input 
conveyer systems are needed as well. Furthermore, it would prevent any future expansions 
related to the production process. Therefore, the clear choice here would be to build the new 
warehouse on the other side of the road. 
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Regarding the automation method, there are three options. These are already briefly 
discussed earlier. There is an option for automatic forklift trucks (AGVs), storage racks with 
automated retrieval and automated overhead cranes. The first option can be discarded as 
main solution for given two reasons: First, the required floor space is much larger than the 
other solutions due to driving aisles and in combination with our high capacity requirement it 
would not fit on the available land. Also, SKRP has many different SKUs and combined with 
the high capacity requirement and the number of reels that the system should handle per 
hour, these AGVs are not the best option. It would require so many AGVs that the price would 
be disproportional high in comparison to the other options. This is confirmed by the supplier 
(AGVs can however play a smaller role, this is discussed in the next category). The second 
option is the stacked storage of reels and automated retrieval. The advantage of such system 
is that more reels are directly accessible and that more than one large reel can be handled in 
one movement. Disadvantage is that this solution requires a lot of steel which drives up costs. 
On the other side, this reduces the cost of the building since this steel construction is self-
supporting. The last option is the automated overhead crane that lifts the reels using a vacuum 
system. This system is the most used automation solution in this industry. Considering 
performance, the system should be equal to the rack system.  

Regarding the outbound transportation system to get the reels out of the warehouse to the 
loading area, there are two options: A conveyer belt system similar to the system used for 
input in the warehouse or AGVs that transport the reels from a pickup point in the warehouse 
to the pre-load areas. The advantage of the latter system is that they can have an automated 
pre-loading system that reduces the speed requirements of the whole warehouse since they 
can prepare a part of the freights in the night. 

4.2.2 Costs and savings of project  
Now the requirements and the options for every part of the new warehouse are known, the 
costs and savings of the project are investigated. This answers research question 1.4.  

 Savings 

The savings are very important for success rate of this project, since it has no direct cash 
flows or earnings. The source of each saving was already discussed in chapter 3 and in Table 
1. External storage is not needed anymore since the capacity of the new warehouse is more 
than sufficient. Thus, externally rented warehouse costs are saved, as well as the transport to 
them and the internal shuttle done by external parties. Less employees are needed in the new 
situation, since human labor is only required in the last step of loading freight trucks. 
Furthermore, less forklift trucks are needed. The shuttle truck for their internal warehouses is 
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no longer needed which means that the lorry will not be rented anymore and the trailer write-
off costs are saved. Less fuel is needed due to these reductions in material. The maintenance 
category consists of reoccurring monthly costs tied to service contracts. All savings can be 
found in Table 4 below. It also includes the recurring costs for this new warehouse that are 
not present in the current situation.  

The savings categories are generalized without their specific names due to confidentiality. 
Also, these amounts are fictive. 

This is the base savings scenario since the savings are identified with the company and are 
thus assumed to be accurate. However, due to unforeseen circumstances different scenarios 
are also possible. These scenarios are investigated in a later chapter. 

Table 4 - Cost savings analysis (fictive figures) 

Cost savings  

Description Amount Each x 
months 

Yearly savings 

Cost saving category 1 
      - Cost saving 1.1 € 14,790.00 1 = € 177,480.00 

      - Cost saving 1.2 € 7,200.00 1 = € 86,400.00 

      - Cost saving 1.3 € 4,000.00 1 = € 48,000.00 

      - Cost saving 1.4 € 3,000.00 1 = € 36,000.00 

      - Cost saving 1.5 € 10,000.00 12 = € 10,000.00 

Cost saving category 2 
      - Cost saving 2.1 € 935,862.00 12 = € 935,862.00 

      - Cost saving 2.2 € 810,000.00 60 = € 162,000.00 

            - Cost saving 2.2.1 € 207,320.00 12 = € 207,320.00 

      - Cost saving 2.3 € 57,000.00 12 = € 57,000.00 

            - Cost saving 2.3.1 € 1,430.00 1 = € 17,160.00 

      - Cost saving 2.1 € 72,800.00 12 = € 72,800.00 

Cost saving category 3 
      - Cost saving 3.1 € 2,000.00 1 = € 24,000.00 

      - Cost saving 3.2 € 5,692.38 1 = € 68,308.56 

Cost saving category 4 

      - Cost saving 4.1 € 10,000.00 1 = € 120,000.00 

      - Cost saving 4.2 € 120,900.00 12 = € 120,900.00 

Total cost savings                                                                                                                                                         € 2,143,230.56 

Recurring costs 

Description Amount Each x 
months 

Yearly costs 

Recurring cost 1  €        25,000.00  12 =  €      25,000.00  
Recurring cost 2  €        20,000.00  12 =  €      50,000.00  

Recurring cost 3  €        25,000.00  12 =  €      25,000.00  

Total additional costs  -  €    55,000.00  
 

Net savings yearly                                                                                                                                                         € 2,088,230.56 
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Initial costs  

Also, the costs of the warehouse and its components are important. All quotations from the 
vendors were gathered based on the decisions made for each part and components that can 
be found in the previous research question. Within each solution for one part or component 
of the warehouse, there are also many choices with corresponding costs as we have seen in 
the previous chapter. However, at the time of writing SKRP has not made the final decisions 
for each solution yet. Therefore, the initial costs will remain an estimation based on the 
quotations of the options that are received. It is estimated that the project will have an initial 
(non-recurring) of € 10-15 million. 
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5. Capital asset pricing model - Theoretical comparison  

The operational part of the problem is now fully discussed and solution directions were 
presented. This chapter investigates the capital asset pricing model and answers research 
question 2.1. A theoretical comparison is made to investigate streams of the CAPM. The goal 
of this chapter is to provide an introduction into the CAPM research stream and an overview 
of the most important derivatives of the model that are present in the scientific literature. This 
investigation was also used to determine which model will be used for providing input for the 
investment appraisal of the automated warehouse. The main assumptions of the standard 
CAPM are listed below, which were identified in the literature review.  

- It is assumed that there are risk-free investments, such as government bonds (i.e. US 
government treasury bond). In essence, these ‘risk-free investments’ are not truly risk 
free, since also governments can default on their bills. These bills do not represent a 
guarantee of return. 

- It is assumed that investors can borrow and lend at the same rate of interest. 
Borrowing is in the real world most of the times more expensive. 

- Each investor wants to maximize his lifetime expected utility which is consequently 
subject to the value of the wealth of that person.  

- All investors have the same beliefs about the returns. 
- The model is set in a contingent-states world, which means that it is assumed that 

investors know at the start the contingent returns and corresponding probabilities at 
time t. 

- There are two assumptions that both make the mean-variance utility maximalization 
equivalent to the maximization of expected utility. One being a normal distribution of 
the returns on individual assets. The second being that investors have a quadratic 
utility function. 

- Prices of the assets in the market are equilibrium prices. 
- There is only one future cash flow. 
- The market is a perfect market. 

5.1 Dynamic programming approach for multi-period CAPM 

The dynamic programming is a method that is commonly used in the mathematical research 
domain for solving complex problems. The basic idea is that it solves such problem by 
breaking it down into smaller and simpler subproblems and solving them one by one. This is 
exactly the method mostly used for solving the multi-period application into the CAPM. The 
articles start with the last period (t = N) and solves each period with backwards induction until 
t reaches zero. Let us investigate this method more in dept. The start is made with the article 
by Myers & Turnbull (1977). 
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5.1.1 Myers and Turnbull  
Myers & Turnbull (1977) present a paper that derives expressions for the market value of long-
lived - or in other words multi-period - (capital) investment projects.  

Main assumptions 

1) They start with the straightforward assumption that CAPM can be used and is relevant 
in every future period. According to Myers & Turnbull (1977), the key to solving this 
issue is to specify how investor’s expectations are formed. This leads to the next 
assumption. 

2) They assume that investors forecast future cash flows from current information. 
However, the authors also mention that actual and expected cash flows differ: "#" =
%("#"|("#$)(1 + ,"). %-"#".("#$/ being the investors’ expectations of the future cash 

flow at t based on the information at t-1. To accommodate for this the authors add a 
random disturbance term (,") representing the difference between the actual cash flow 
and its expected value based on historical information.  

3) This random disturbance term can be expressed as a linear combination of a company 
specific component a component measuring unanticipated changes in the economy: 
," = 	b2" + 3". 3" is the firm specific factor, 2" measures unanticipated changes in the 
economic index and b is the firm specific constant that measures the sensitivity of the 
disturbance term to unanticipated changes in the economic index. 

4) Some constant-in-time assumptions are in place, such as that the market price of risk 
and the one-period risk-free interest rate are constant over time.  

5) There is no systematic growth in the cash flows:	%-"#"%$.("/ = 4$"" + 4&""#$ +⋯, with 

a1,a2… are constants summing to infinity. This is a common assumption in the (multi-
period application of) the CAPM. Myers & Turnbull (1977) relax this assumption 
themselves later in the paper. The growth term is simply added to the existing 
expectation formula by multiplying the left-hand side the term (1 + g). 

6) The firm specific factor 3" is uncorrelated with the market return 6#',". 

Mathematical model 

Myers & Turnbull (1977) argue that the price of an asset at any time t can be determined by 
dynamic programming by using the basic pricing formula: 

	7) = [%-"#"%$ + 7#"%$.("/ − :;<=("#"%$ + 7#"%$, 6#',"%$)]/(1 + A).  
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As said, %-"#"%$.("/	are the expectations of "#"%$ based on the information set (" at time t. 

%-7#"%$.("/ is the same only for price.	6#',"%$ is the return on the market portfolio. : is an 

exogenous parameter interpreted as the market price of risk (assumed to be constant in 
assumption 4). Last, r is the one period risk free rate (also assumed to be constant). Since the 
cash flow at termination (t = T) stops, the price at that time is equal to zero (Pt = 0). Using this 
and substituting, the following formula for PT-1 is derived:  

7)#$ = %-"#).()#$/(1 − :BC*')/(1 + A).  

C*' is equal to the covariance of the unanticipated changes in the general economy (2)D ) and 
the market return at time T: C*' = ;<=(2E) , 6#')). Assumption (6) applies to this. At time T-2, the 
same formula can be used only with updated time parameters: 

 7)#& = %-"#)#$.()#&/(1 − :BC*')/(1 + A) + %-"#)#$.()#&/(1 − :BC*')(1 − :FBC*')/(1 + A)&. 
F is the elasticity of expectations (0 ≤ F ≤	1). The next previous period 7)#+ can be derived 
similarly. This can be generalized to the following formula for the current equilibrium price (7,): 

 7, = %-"#$.(,/H ∑ J")#$
"-, . 

Where H = (1 − :BC*')/(1 + A)	and J = (1 − :FBC*')/(1 + A). These formulas are the basic 
theory in the paper. The authors relax the fifth assumption regarding growth. They suppose 
that the expected cash flows grow at the known rate of g. The expectations formula should 
then be changed: 

%("#"|("#$)(1 + F,")(1 + K).  

The valuation formulas remain the same, only z should be updated: J = (1 + K)(1 − :FBC*')/
(1 + A). 

General comments 

Besides relaxing the growth factor assumptions and the single period, no other major 
assumptions are relaxed. However, Myers & Turnbull (1977) provide new insight and add 
knowledge to the literature regarding the multi-period application of the CAPM by applying 
dynamic programming and also investigating determinants of beta. The formulas give close-
to-correct answers according to the authors, on the condition that the asset beta is known. 
However, it proved to be hard to use the correct asset beta since it depends on a number of 
factors; the length of the project, the growth trend of the cash flows that are expected and 
some other factors as they stated in this paper. Furthermore, they found that discount rate 
for growth firms cannot be based on the observed systematic risk alone, since these growth 
opportunities affect the observed systematic risk. The key takeaway here is that the valuation 
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methods based on discounting cash flow give good approximations of asset values (Myers & 
Turnbull, 1977).  

5.1.2 Ang and Lewellen (1982)  
The second identified article that uses an dynamic programming approach for multi-period 
projects is from Ang & Lewellen (1982). Their model focusses on the appraisal of projects, but 
they also use the CAPM and dynamic programming approach. These present values are 
determined from discounting cash flows at the cost of capital (which reflect the risk).  

Assumptions  

Regarding the multi-period CAPM, Ang & Lewellen (1982) use a similar method as introduced 
by Myers & Turnbull (1977). The additional assumptions are listed below: 

(1) The common practice when calculating the NPV is that it is assumed that the market 
is sufficiently perfect such that a relationship between risk and required return exists. 
The CAPM is a method that is built on this premise since it assumes a linear 
relationship between the two. The authors accept that model as an appropriate 
characterization of the market.  

(2) The constant parameter assumptions (such as the systematic risk, the risk-free rate 
and the return of the market) are met for the risky component of project (cash) flows 
since they argue that the value-creating (disequilibrium) riskless component can in 
essence display any time profile. 

Mathematical model 

(1)	2. = L∗./(1 + 60)  

(2)		2. = (1 − N)L./(1 + 60) which solves for k= 1 − [O*!
12!
P -1 + 60/] 

After some derivations the final formula that separates the risky from the riskless components 
is:  

 (3)	R7S. = S. − 2. = 312!
$%4!

.  

The new parameter ‘k’ is the proportion between risky and riskless cash flows. 2. is the initial 

outlay of a project that generates just enough risky cash flows to have its present value set 
as zero (which is thus an equilibrium asset). This end of period value is noted as LT∗.. L. is the 

total end of period flow. S. is the value of the project. R is the rate of return return. This formula 

can be extended to the multi-period: 
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(4)	R7S. = ∑ 312!
$%4!

5
"-$ .  

Here, the N is the life of the project. The proportion cash flows that are riskless (k) have to be 
determined with backwards induction starting from t=N: 

N5 = 1 − [V*"
12"
W -1 + 60/],   N5#$ = 1 − [25#& − (25#$)/-1 + 60/][-1 + 60//LT5#$], … etc.  

This can be generalized to: N" = 1 − [V6*#
12#
W -1 + 60/]. Δ2" is the period to period difference. The 

first NPV formula (3) states that the net benefit from undertaking a particular project is equal 
to the excess riskless component of the end-of-period cash flows, discounted at the risk-free 
rate. The second NPV formula (4) is the multi-period variant. 

General comments 

Ang & Lewellen (1982) present a multi-period model that is quite similar to the work of Myers 
& Turnbull (1977). The main value that their paper offers compared to previous research is 
that they argue that the cash flows should be separated into risky and riskless components 
to get an accurate appraisal of the present values. What is furthermore interesting is that this 
article uses a proxy for discounting projects. They use a discount value of a project or 
company with the same risk. The use of these proxies is common practice in valuation of 
assets or projects, since Myers & Turnbull (1977) also have a similar approach. Other articles 
do as well, which still have to be discussed. Also the assumptions resemble the model of 
Myers & Turnbull (1977) and no major assumptions are relaxed or added.  

5.1.3 Wilhem (1980)  
The third article by Wilhelm (1980) was the third article found in the literature review that 
implements the dynamic programming approach. It focusses more on a micro-economic 
model of multi-period portfolio selection and human decision making, which is not the scope 
of this analysis. This thesis is not focused on portfolio selection, but on the appraisal of a 
project from one company. Furthermore, the quality of this article is not great judging on the 
number of times it is referenced and the fact that it is not published in a renowned paper. The 
article however uses roughly the same approach in its own framework as discussed in the 
other two articles since it uses backwards induction. Wilhelm (1980) does provide a short 
summary of research that investigate the problem of multi-period CAPM. This summary 
confirms the findings in this thesis and the literature review regarding this subject once more.  
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5.2 Heterogeneous investment horizon approach for multi-period CAPM 

Then, the search was set broader to the multi-period stream itself. An additional multi-period 
stream was found: The heterogeneous investment horizon. An investment horizon is the total 
amount of time that an investor holds or expects to hold an asset or security (Chen, 2019). 
This model investigates the influence of the investment horizon on measures of performance 
of the CAPM. Two articles are investigated: 

5.2.1 Levy (1972) 
First steps are made by Levy (1972); who shows that the assumed holding period of portfolios 
is in most cases different from the true investment horizon. If this is the case, systematic bias 
of performance indices is to be expected, even with the perfect market assumption. This is 
shown by the author using the reward-to-variability (R/V) performance indicator. This is an 
indicator of portfolio performance in the past since the portfolio with the highest R/V value 
would have the best performance. It is shown that higher variability results in a higher R/V 
when the R/V is calculated for a shorter period than the true investment horizon while this 
should be constant. Similar behavior is observed when the R/V is calculated for a longer 
period than the true period. Then, a portfolio with a lower variability results in a higher R/V 
ratio. In most empirical studies of the CAPM performance, the basic unit of time is taken 
arbitrarily. Based on the findings in the article, this could result in distortions. More attention 
should be devoted to the process of choosing the unit of time. Besides some proof for their 
findings, no new or modified model of the CAPM is presented. 

5.2.2 Lee et al. (1987) 
These findings are confirmed by Lee et al. (1987). The traditional CAPM assumes a single-
period investment with the same time-horizon for all investors.  

Assumptions  

The authors relax the uniform single-period investment horizon. Other additional assumptions 
of the model: 

(1) Holding period returns of securities are serially independent. 
(2) Return distributions are stationary. 
(3) Investors choose the same investment during his investment horizon, which means 

that the investor does not intend to rebalance or to switch portfolio when the 
investment decision is made. 

All other assumptions of the traditional CAPM hold. Furthermore, Lee et al. (1987) have to add 
assumptions such as that the distribution of security returns are constant over the periods 
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and that the investor will not change his portfolio once the length of the investment horizon is 
determined (Lee et al., 1987) 

Model 

With this knowledge, the authors introduce a CAPM model with the heterogeneous 
investment horizons: 

37$8$ = A$
8%& + V3$8'& − A$

8%&W!7 ,  

with ℎ7 = 9:∑ <&(( =&)
(

9:=&)
, ℎ>7 = 9:∑ <&(( ?)(

9:?)
, ℎ7 = 9:∑ <&(( =(

9:=)
, !7 = ∑ Z733 -33 − A$3/!73/∑Z73-33 − A$3/	 

Where A$= the single riskless rate plus one, !73= the k-period systematic risk of security i, Z73= 
the proportion of total shares of security i held by the k-period investors, 37$= the single-
period expected return relative of the ith security. 33= the expected portfolio return relative 
for investors with a k-period horizon. A3= one plus the riskless rate for investors with a k-
period horizon. This model represents the CAPM with heterogeneous investment horizons. 
Each security has its own set of ℎ7,	ℎ>7 and ℎ@7, so the price may vary with different securities. 

Furthermore, notice that 37 is not the usual market portfolio defined in the one-period CAPM. 
It is the value weighted portfolio relevant to the investors with the single-period investment 
horizon. Also, !7 is a weighted average of !73 	as we have seen. Note that the security 
composition of 33 may change with the length of investment horizon k.  

General comments 

The model by Lee et al. (1987) resembles the regular CAPM model, but it incorporates 
heterogeneous investments. This is done using the set of ℎ7,	ℎ>7 and ℎ@7 that incorporate Z73, 

which represents the proportion of total shares of security i held by the k-period investors. 
With other words, it is the proportion of investors that (intend) to hold the security i by this 
specific k periods. By allowing a heterogeneous investment horizon, it is necessary to 
generalize the single-period CAPM to a multi-period model. This is logical since investors can 
hold a portfolio longer than others, which thus means some of them hold it longer than one 
period.  

5.3: The Intertemporal Capital Asset Pricing Model by Merton (1973) 

Then, other streams of the CAPM were investigated. Several theoretical extensions of the 
CAPM that try to relax some assumptions are summarized by Levy (2012). One of them is the 
ICAPM by Merton (1973), as well as the heterogeneous beliefs CAPM by Breeden (1979). Also 
mentioned is the segmented CAPM as investigated by Merton (1987) among others, that 
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assumes only a small number of assets is held by investors (which reflects reality). The beta 
is then calculated by a weighted average of these small portfolios. Another extension is the 
conditional CAPM that provides support for varying beta over time. The ICAPM is chosen to 
be investigated here. It was first developed and investigated by Merton (1973) since the 
standard CAPM received criticism based on its empirical performance. The intertemporal 
CAPM resembles the CAPM but it provides support for changing utility functions and 
investment decisions since the model takes uncertain changes in future investment 
opportunities into account. The CAPM is a static single-period model however it is treated as 
if it holds intertemporally (Merton, 1973).  

Assumptions 

The model retains many assumptions of the standard CAPM, such as the perfect market 
assumption (no transaction cost, taxes and the divisibility of assets, market is always in 
equilibrium, exchange market for borrowing and lending at the same rate etc.). New major 
assumptions are: 

1) The vector set of stochastic processes is a time-homogeneous Markov process. 
2) Trading takes place continuously in time.  
3) Only local changes in the state variables of the process are allowed. 
4) The expected return for each asset in the opportunity set at each point in time t is 

defined by (1)		Z = 	%"[7(\ + ℎ) − 7(\)//7(\)]/ℎ. The variance of the return per unit 

time is defined by (2) C& =	%"[([7(\ + ℎ) − 7(\)])/7(\) − 	Zℎ)&]/ℎ 

Here, h is the length of the period of the return on the asset. P(x) is the price of the 
asset or stock at time x. %" is the conditional expectation operator which is conditional 
on the levels of the state variables at time t. Z is called the instantaneous expected 
return and C& the instantaneous variance of the return. 

5) There are n distinct risky assets and a riskless asset. 

Mathematical model 

Merton (1973) shows many formulas in his paper. Many of which are derivatives of 
consumption-based functions and proof for its concept. A summary of relevant findings is 
given here: In assumption (4) the expected rate of return and the variance of the asset are 
already mentioned above in formula (1) and formula (2). 

As h (the length of the period) approaches zero, these formulas represent the instantaneous 
return. Furthermore, these parameters are not constant over time but are conditional on the 
state of the economy. The instantaneous return on an asset i is: 
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!A&
A&
= Z7]\ +	C7]J7 	.  

Here, ]J7 	is a random Gaussian variable. Thus, at any time t, the parameters Z7, C7& and ^70 
determine the investment opportunity set. ^70 	is the correlation between the instantaneous 

returns on asset i and j. With assumption 5, the author then derives the optimum lifetime 
optimal consumption and the equilibrium asset price. The kth consumer would act by 
maximizing the following function: 

max%,[∫ c3[;B(d), d]]d + eB[fB(gB), gB]]	)(
, . 

%,	is the conditional expectation operator (conditional on the investors wealth), fB 	is the state 
variables of the investment opportunity set, gB distribution of the investors age of death, ;B(d) 
is the instantaneous consumption.  

This is not an equation that resembles the CAPM or that leads to a usable rate of return or 
discount factor for investment appraisal. An equation that is analogous to the CAPM model 
can be obtained if one assumes that the opportunity set is constant over time (meaning that 
the instantaneous parameters are constant for each period). State variables are then 
introduced with state variables mimicking portfolios. Then, the following formula is derived 
using logic similar to Fama (1996): 

Z7 = A + !7(Z@ − A) + !C"$hC"$ +⋯  

Here, Z7 is the instantaneous expected return on asset i, Z@ is the instantaneous expected 
return on the market (portfolio), r is the instantaneous risk-free rate, !7 is the beta between 
the market and the asset based on the instantaneous rates. Furthermore, hC"$ is one of the 
factors that represent the return of the state variable mimicking portfolio and !C"$ is the beta 
between this factor and the asset in consideration. 

State variables are essentially factors that influence the (future) wealth of investors and 
consequently the investment decisions such as labor income, the prices of consumption 
goods and the investment and portfolio opportunities in the future (Fama & French, 2004). 
The investor is not only concerned with his wealth at the end of the period, but also with 
possible opportunities in the meantime. These opportunities are reflected in these state 
variables, which makes the ICAPM essentially a multifactor model. 

General comments 

Some other articles have followed with extensions or refinements, such as the article by 
Breeden (1979). He further develops the model by Merton (1973) in various ways. Instead of 
the standard beta (Sharpe-Lintner), a consumption beta is used that takes changes in the 
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aggregate real consumption into account. Furthermore, Campbell et al. (2012) refines the 
expected investor behavior in specific situations (long-term equity investor). These articles 
are not mentioned further since the version of Merton (1973) remains the most used and 
recognized ICAPM based on other renowned articles that mention its contribution to the 
CAPM domain. Interested readers are referred to these other articles. 

In essence, one could argue that the ICAPM can also be seen as a multi-period CAPM. 
However, the ICAPM focusses more on supporting investor decision making at different 
points in time based on the future investment sets that change over time. Time can be 
expressed in a discrete or continuous frame (Levy & Samuelson, 1992). The ICAPM is a 
continuous time model, while the multi-period CAPM is a discrete time model. The ICAPM 
stream is more concerned with the behavior of the investor since it is derived from the portfolio 
selection behavior theory which is an entirely different stream as the multi-period CAPM 
discussed above. This is confirmed by Levy (2012) who argues that the ICAPM is strictly no 
extension of the CAPM since the ICAPM tries to find the optimal consumption over time. 
However, as we have seen it can be collapsed to an analogous model of the CAPM with 
additional assumptions. 

5.4 Multi-factor models 

It is found that the CAPM has difficulties with giving accurate results for different sizes of 
companies and different book-to-market ratios. The first is known as the size effect that 
results in small firms outperforming large firms (while being adjusted for risk). The latter is 
known as the value premium which causes firms with a high book-to-market to outperform 
those with low ratios. A third anomaly of the CAPM is called the momentum effect, stocks 
with high return in the past year tend to outperform those with lower returns. These three 
anomalies are described by Levy (2012) but are commonly identified by others as well, such 
as Fama & French (2004). They show that the beta of the CAPM does not always – at least 
not completely – explain the expected return. Including these anomalies into the model should 
improve performance. This leads to their multi-factor models. 

5.4.1 Three-factor model by Fama & French 
The three-factor model essentially resembles the standard CAPM with the addition of two 
additional factors that explain anomalies.  

Mathematical model 

The model by Fama & French (1996) does not introduce new (major) assumptions nor does it 
relax one. The following formula is derived: 
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%(67") − 6>" =	Z7 + !7'[6'" − 6>"i + !7C%(jke") + !78%(lkm") + n7   

Here, %(67") is the expected return on asset i at time t, 6>" is the risk-free rate at time t,	6'" 
is the market portfolio return at time t, Z7 is the intercept in the time regression, !7' is the beta 
between the excess return on the market (portfolio) and asset i,	!7C is the beta for the SMB 
factor and asset i,	!78 is the beta for the HML factor and asset i, SMBt stands for small minus 
big and is the difference between the returns of small and big stock portfolios (size effect), 
HMLt stands for high minus low and is the difference between portfolios containing high and 
low book-to-market values (value effect). o" stands for the zero-mean residua 

General comments 

The model is clearly an extension of the CAPM since its return formula is partly the standard 
CAPM with additional factors incorporated. This means that the model is a multi-factor model. 
In the discussion above we already mentioned some articles that identify specific anomalies 
of the CAPM. Fama & French (1996, 2004) argue that this model captures much of the 
variation that is caused by two anomalies and that it performs better than the standard CAPM 
in empirical tests (as far as it can be really tested). The main shortcoming is the theoretical 
motivation for the addition of these two factors. There is in principle no real theoretically 
grounded explanation for the additional factors.  

5.4.2 Five-factor model by Fama & French 
However, the three-factor model does not include all found anomalies yet. This is where the 
five-factor model by Fama & French (2014) comes in. The authors argue that the three-factor 
model was a step in the right direction, but it does not capture all anomalies that were found. 
This model adds two additional factors that are closely related with the problems of the three-
factor model. 

Mathematical model 

Also this model by Fama & French (2014) does not introduce new (major) assumptions nor 
does it relax one. It closely resembles the previous three-factor model by Fama & French 
(1996). The following formula is derived: 

%(67") − 6>" =	Z7 + !7'[6'" − 6>"i + !7C%(jke") + !78%(lkm") + !7?%(6kf") +
!7D%(pkq") +	n7   

Here, %(67") is the expected return on asset i at time t, 6>" is the risk-free rate at time t,	6'" 
is the market portfolio return at time t, Z7 is the intercept in the time regression, !7' is the beta 
between the excess return on the market (portfolio) and asset i,	!7C is the beta for the SMB 
factor and asset i,	!78 is the beta for the HML factor and asset i, !7? is the beta for the RMW 
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factor and asset i, !7D is the beta for the CMA factor and asset i, SMBt stands for small minus 
big and is the difference between the returns of small and big stock portfolios (size effect), 
HMLt stands for high minus low and is the difference between portfolios containing high and 
low book-to-market values (value effect), RMWt stands for robust minus weak profitability of 
stocks in portfolios (momentum effect) that cause differences in returns and CMAt stands for 
conservative minus aggressive that represent stocks of low and high investment firms in 
diversified portfolios. o" stands for the zero-mean residua 

General comments 

This model is identical to the three-factor model, it only adds two additional factors to the 
model such that the shortcoming of the three-factor model of it not including all identified 
anomalies is solved. Alike the three-factor model, the performance is better than the standard 
model according to the authors. This is confirmed by later research in Fama & French (2016).  

5.5 Discussion in the literature regarding the CAPM 

The CAPM is subject to much discussion regarding its rigidity and validity. All the models 
discussed above share much of the theoretical basis of the standard CAPM. Therefore, it is 
important to analyze this discussion that is present in the scientific literature. There are 
multiple sources that disregard or have (some) objection against the CAPM but also many 
that consider the CAPM to be a good model. The objections that are presented in the articles 
that oppose the CAPM (to some degree) can be summarized into three themes: 

Beta 

Myers & Turnbull (1977) conclude that it is hard to determine the real determinants of beta of 
the CAPM. According to them, it is more complicated than previously and generally 
suspected. Therefore, the common practice to this date is to use proxy betas, as we have 
also seen in the dynamic programming approach. These proxy betas are observed from the 
company its own stock or from other companies that are believed to be in the same risk class. 
This approach has three potential flaws according to them: First, it is inevitable that some 
measurement error occurs in a statistical measure of beta. Second, it is hard to find a 
company that has the exact same risk profile as the project under consideration. Last, the 
observed beta will lead to biased hurtle rates if it is based on firms with growth opportunities. 
This is because the market value of a firm depends on the PV of its assets and of growth 
opportunities. 
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Other papers such as Partington (2013) claim that it is logical that the beta is hard to estimate 
since the CAPM is an ex-ante model; the beta can never be exactly determined since it still 
has to happen. This is inherent to prediction models. 

Assumptions 

Furthermore, a lot of papers that criticize the CAPM focus on the assumptions of the CAPM. 
An example is the perfect market assumption. According to Dempsey (2013), the CAPM is 
built on the presumption that the market is rational. This is not the case in reality and it would 
explain the fact that tests not always find the relationship between risk and return. The author 
therefore expects that the CAPM has no future. Another assumption that is put in question is 
that each investor holds a diversified portfolio. This is not the case in reality as evidence 
shows. The average number of assets is in reality quite small which might cause wrong results 
when using the CAPM for these portfolios (Levy, 2012). He claims that the CAPM has no 
future due to these assumptions. This claim is refuted by other papers such as Partington 
(2013). Again, since the CAPM is a mathematical model that is used for predictions, 
assumptions will always be in place. Furthermore, the realism of the assumptions of a model 
is not of utmost importance for the usefulness of a theory or model, but whether it has 
explanatory power for the empirical phenomena (Friedman, 2009).  

Empirical tests 

Some articles disregard the CAPM based on their empirical tests. Baesel (1974) and Blume 
(1971) are examples of empirical tests that conclude that beta is not stable, which is 
interpreted by Mirza & Shabbir (2005) as empirical evidence against the CAPM. Furthermore, 
Fama & French (2004) summarize the anomalies found (which we already discussed) in 
empirical tests by for example Basu (1977), Banz (1981) and Rosenberg et al. (1984). Many 
others have reached an opposite conclusion with their empirical tests such as Levy (2010) 
and Myers & Turnbull (1977) by arguing that the CAPM give close-to-correct answers. 
Furthermore, the anomalies were mostly solved with the introduction of the multi-factor 
models, as found by Fama & French (2016). 

Furthermore, another topic for debate in empirical tests is the use of market proxies. This is 
closely related to the discussion of the determination of beta. Almost all empirical tests use 
market proxies for the market portfolio (Mirza & Shabbir, 2005). In practice, it is almost 
impossible to hold or even determine a market portfolio since it needs to include every asset 
that is traded, real estate, consumer durables and human capital (Fama & French, 2004). That 
is why most models that test the CAPM use a proxy for this (please note that this is another 
proxy as discussed before since it regarded proxies for the beta). Roll (1977), Mirza & Shabbir 
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(2005), Partington (2013) and Fama & French (2004) all argue that the CAPM itself is never 
truly tested because of this proxy. They argue that it is impossible to actually test the CAPM 
due to the inability of deriving the true market portfolio. There exists a gap between reality 
and theory since an investor never holds the entire stock market portfolio, not even all traded 
securities which are commonly assumed to be the market portfolio. Although the two camps 
both describe and confirm this fact, they use it for different arguments and conclusions. 
Critical papers such as Mirza & Shabbir (2005) argue that the use of proxy market portfolios 
is controversial which would thus question the validity of the CAPM. However, papers that 
back the CAPM such as Fama & French (2004) argue that this might explain why some 
empirical evidence find limited support for the CAPM. 

The question is how much the lack of true testing matters, as long the model gives satisfactory 
results. Partington (2013) argues that criticism on CAPM has survived the death calls in the 
past as well. It remains the pre-eminent model for determining discount rates in applications 
such as valuation. Besides it flaws, it is a relatively simple model that provides close-to-
correct answers that are sufficient for most practical uses. 

5.6 Selection of model 

According to Fama & French (2004), two stories emerge among those who see and accept 
that the CAPM will never be a perfect model (as holds true for all prediction models). First, 
there are the behavioralists that put blame on the irrational behavior of investors for some 
negative results empirical results of the CAPM. Second, there are the ones that call for a more 
sophisticated CAPM to better deal with anomalies of the CAPM, which we have seen. The 
ICAPM is called here as a perfect example for second direction. Please recall that the biggest 
advantage of the ICAPM is that investors do take into account how their wealth varies with 
future state variables when choosing their portfolio. According to Fama & French (2004), it 
would be ideal to specify these state variables that affect expected return. Although the 
anomalies (value premium and size effect) are not state variables themselves, their effects 
represent unidentified state variables (Fama & French, 1993). This resulted in the multi-factor 
model by Fama & French (1996, 2014), which has been discussed. 

The multi-factor derivation of the CAPM was chosen and is used in the next chapter for the 
practical implementation. The three and five-factor model Fama & French (1996, 2014) was 
leading. The reason is twofold. First, the multi-factor model is chosen since it improves the 
standard CAPM by accounting for some anomalies. They were found in empirical tests and 
are the cause of some of the found discrepancies between results and reality. Despite the 
discussion in the literature, it is found that there is also enough evidence pointing to the 
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validity of standard CAPM. By incorporating factors that correct these anomalies, the multi-
factor models account for (potential) problems of the standard CAPM. 

Second, the multi-factor model is relatively easy to implement in a real-world case such as 
this project. For the standard CAPM, one only needs to determine the market return premium, 
the risk-free rate and the beta. They can all easily be calculated or determined using different 
methods and/or sources. The multi-factor models adds four factors, all of which can be 
determined from the data set on the website of Fama & French (n.d.). The dataset also 
includes the market return premium and risk-free rates. The authors include data for all 
developed markets such as the US, Europe and Asia. Therefore, all needed input variables 
are easily accessible which makes the implementation of the factor model relatively easy. 

This is in contrast with other models discussed above. They are more difficult to implement. 
Let me consider for example the ICAPM to prove our point. Of interest here would be the 
equation that is analogous to the CAPM model: Z7 = A + !7(Z@ − A) + !C"$hC"$ +⋯ . All state 
variables would have to be identified, a correct value would have to be found for each state 
variables to express their factor (hC"E) and a beta value (!C"E)	would have to be determined 
for each of the factors. We have seen that state variables include many things, such as future 
investment opportunities. It would be very difficult to accurately determine all future 
investment opportunities of Smurfit Kappa and then also a corresponding correct value for 
the factor and its beta. This would be quite hard and probably inaccurate. The original 
formulas of the ICAPM all require the state variables as wel. For example, we have seen the 

expected return formula for each asset in the opportunity set: Z = 	%"[7(\ + ℎ) − 7(\)//7(\)]/
ℎ. The problem here is %" which is the conditional expectation operator which is conditional 
on the levels of the state variables at time t. Also here all state variables would have to be 
identified. There are no data sets available alike the Fama & French multi-factor model that 
provide values for (certain) state variables. 

The two reasons combined were the deciding factor for choosing the multi-factor model as 
investigated by Fama & French (1996, 2014). Their model stays close to the theory of the 
standard CAPM while improving it. Furthermore, the model is relatively accessible to apply 
given the provided dataset.  

This is the starting point for the next sub research question (2.2). In the next research question 
(3), the result of the CAPM is used in the NPV for appraisal of the warehouse investment 
project.  
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6. Application of the CAPM 

The goal of this chapter is to apply the multi-factor model of the CAPM in practice and provide 
a description of the process. This chapter answers research question 2.2. Empirical testing is 
out of scope since it would require numerous data sets containing the actual returns and 
estimated returns by the models. The applicability of the CAPM was extensionally discussed 
in the scientific literature, as mentioned in previous chapter. Since this investment needs 
appraisal and the CAPM theory was investigated, the CAPM can be used to calculate the 
cost of equity needed to discount the project’s cash flows. This cost of equity can be plugged 
in the weighted average cost of capital (WACC) which can on its turn be used for discounting 
in appraisal methods such as the NPV, which is the theme of the next chapter. 

6.1 Standard CAPM 

Several things are needed to calculate the cost of equity using the CAPM. The basic CAPM 
formula was taken as a starting point. The relationship can be expressed as: A −	A> = 	! ∗
(A@ − A>). r is return on an asset (stock) which would be the cost of equity, rf is risk free rate 

and rm the market risk. This formula represents the expected risk premium on stock which is 
set equal to the beta times the expected risk premium on market. The risk-free rate can be 
determined from US treasury bonds. The market return can be approximated by the stock 
market index (Cochrane, 2009, page 152). Examples are the S&P 500 index for US stocks or 
the FTSE 100 index for English stocks on the LSE. The FTSE 100 index is the most important 
index of the London stock exchange, on which The Smurfit Kappa group is listed under the 
tag $SKG.L. We have seen in the theoretical discussion that using the stock index as a proxy 
for the market portfolio is a common practice.  

The beta measures the volatility of the stock relative to the market. If the value is smaller than 
1, the stock is less volatile. If the value is larger than 1, the stock is more volatile. It can be 
calculated using multiple methods. The market returns and stock returns are needed. As said, 
the market return was approximated using the stock market index. The data was imported 
from Yahoo Finance historical data using monthly returns. The reason for using monthly 
returns instead of daily is that it better reflects the real correlation between the market and 
the stock. Information regarding the movement of the stock with the market is lost if a smaller 
time interval is taken, since news regarding the company or its industry is not made public 
every day. Therefore, the stock just moves with the overall market and this disturbs the real 
beta, which does surface when something happens to the company. By taking a larger time 
interval, this true beta is more likely to be captured. The largest time interval that was available 
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for the Smurfit Kappa stock was monthly. When the monthly stock and market return (using 
the FTSE 100 proxy) were downloaded and imported, the monthly returns of each was 
calculated using the simple return formula: k<s\ℎtu	Av\wAs	A4\v =
	(G!0HC"I!)	DLMCI	.?7DI	@M:"8	"	#(G!0HC"I!)	DLMCI	.?7DI	@M:"8	"#$

(G!0HC"I!)	DLMCI	.?7DI	@M:"8	"#$
. Then, the beta of the stock was 

determined using a regression of the stock returns and the market returns. The coefficient of 
the market return is then the beta. The advantage of this method is that the significance of 
the regression itself can be checked, but also of the variable.  

6.1.1 Results of analysis 
The monthly data from the FTSE 100 and the Smurfit Kappa stock was taken from March 
2007 (last available of the Smurfit Kappa stock) until January 2020. Beta was calculated using 
all three methods as verification. It was found to be equal 2.15. Full results and data can be 
found in Appendix D. The regression method for determining the beta value provides more 
information than the beta alone. The alpha (intercept) value is also provided by the regression 
model. Furthermore, it provides information about the statistical significance of the regression 
and the total variance explained by the independent variable (in this case the market returns) 
among other things. It is common practice to add this alpha value to the CAPM. Armitage 
(2006, page 46) among others do this so the following formula is derived: A −	A> = 	Z + ! ∗
(A@ − A>). This value represents the additional or excess return not explained by the market. 

It is the intercept of the risk-return linear regression. According to the theory of the CAPM, 
this value should be zero since the security-market line should go through zero. If it is not 
zero, the line does not intercept with y at x = 0 but at that particular value of alpha. What is 
interesting to see is that this value was very low in the regression conducted for obtaining the 
beta. Also, it was not statistically significant. This means that the stock of Smurfit Kappa 
intercepts at zero and is explained by market returns.  

6.2 Multi-factor model 

In the previous chapter it has become clear that the standard CAPM is not the best model 
available. After careful consideration of all research streams in the CAPM domain, the 
conclusion was drawn that the multi-factor models by Fama & French (1996, 2014) are best-
suited for this investment case. This model was then applied to the Smurfit Kappa stock. In 
the previous chapter the three and five factor models were discussed extensively. In their 
most recent model, Fama & French (2014) identify four additional factors besides the market 
return premium that explain the return of the asset: Size effect (small or big stocks), value 
effect (cheap and expensive stocks), profit effect (high or low expected future profit) and 
invest effect (large or little investments by the firm). This leads to the following formula: 
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%(67") − 6>" =	Z7 + !7'[6'" − 6>"i + !7C%(jke") + !78%(lkm") + !7?%(6kf") +
!7D%(pkq") +	n7  SMB stands for small minus big stocks (size effect); HML stands for high 
minus low b/m stocks (value effect); RMW stand for robust minus weak profitability; CMA 
stands for conservative minus aggressive investment firms. o" stands for the zero-mean 
residual. Furthermore, this factor model also incorporates alpha Z, as discussed above.  

6.2.1 Methodology 
Fama & French (n.d.) provide historical data on all these factors for each market. Background 
information can be found on their website as well. Historical monthly data of the European 
market was downloaded since Smurfit Kappa is traded on the London Stock Exchange. 
England is one of the countries that is listed in their European market set. Furthermore, they 
provide the risk-free rate and the market returns for each period. In a similar way as the 
standard CAPM approach above, the stock returns were regressed against the market 
returns. This is the ‘Mkt-rf’ factor, which represents the market premium (market return minus 
the risk-free rate). The provided risk-free rate was subtracted from the stock returns. Then, 
the stock return was regressed against more factors to see whether the model fit improves. 
This was checked using the output from the regression; the adjusted R-square, the 
significance of the regression and the significance of the variables (the factors in this case). 

6.2.2 Analysis and results  
As said, the first step was conducting the regression between the stock returns premium and 
the market return premium to set a base level. This is essentially the same regression as 
executed before. Other market data was used though, since the data set contains European 
market premiums and the other regression used FTSE 100 index returns. This resulted in 
differences with the values of this first regression and the previous (standard CAPM) 
regression. The same data was used to compare the regression results to build a factor model 
for the stock returns, which is most important. Examples from dataset from Smurfit Kappa 
and the factors from the Fama & French dataset that are used can be found in appendix D. 

 Regression 1  

This regression included one factor: the market return premium. The most important output 
is summarized in Table 5 below. 

Table 5 - Summary of regression 1 output 

Indicator Value 

Adjusted R-square 0.359137681 

Significance regression F-test  1.66354E-16 
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 Coefficient Significance 

Intercept 0.944065938 0.329355975 

Mkt-Rf 1.629631663 1.66354E-16 

According to the adjusted R-square value, roughly 36% of the variability in the stock return 
(dependent variable) was explained by the market return premium (Mkt-Rf; independent 
variable). Furthermore, the regression is highly significant judging on the very small p-value. 
The p-value represents two hypotheses: Hypothesis 0 is that all betas are zero, which means 
that there is no correlation between the variables, hypothesis 1 says that at least one of these 
betas are nonzero. The null hypothesis can be rejected if the p-value is smaller than 0.05. This 
is clearly the case here. Furthermore, the conclusion can be drawn that the intercept value is 
not significant in this regression. The market return premium is however highly significant with 
a coefficient value of 1.63. This means that the Smurfit Kappa’s stock is volatile. Based on 
these results the conclusion can be drawn that the standard CAPM works for this particular 
stock (to at least some degree). Then, it was investigated if the model can be improved by 
adding factors introduced by Fama & French.  

 Regression 2 

When the base level had been set, all five factors were included in a new regression. We refer 
back to the factor model explanation above for the abbreviation of the factors. 

Table 6 - Summary of regression 2 output 

Indicator Value 

Adjusted R-square 0.407028923 

Significance regression F-test  2.47566E-16 

 Coefficient Significance 

Intercept 1.718832241 0.093367619 

Mkt-RF 1.475391516 1.60121E-09 

SMB 1.23506774 0.025244935 

HML -0.652885891 0.387453925 

RMW -1.942541474 0.059668478 

CMA -1.512404353 0.088723224 

The adjusted R-square increased to almost 41%. Also, the regression was highly significant. 
However, if one takes a look at the coefficients and significance of the variables, the five-
factor model is not a good fit for the Smurfit Kappa stock. Three of the five factors are 
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insignificant. Since the factor models are meant to increase performance of the CAPM by 
adding factors based on observed discrepancies without a real explanatory theory, these 
results are not problematic. The goal was then to find the best set of factors for this particular 
stock to improve the CAPM final result.  

Regression 3 

In this third regression, only the factors from the three-factor model that preceded the five-
factor model were added. Results are summarized in Table 7 below. 

Table 7 - Summary of regression 3 output 

Indicator Value 

Adjusted R-square 0.392220683 

Significance regression F-test  1.10229E-16 

 Coefficient Significance 

Intercept 0.793423479 0.404013816 

Mkt-RF 1.680225282 1.30253E-14 

SMB 1.656714415 0.001799479 

HML -0.127952162 0.782605606 

The performance was almost equal to the five-factor model regression. Still, one factor was 
highly insignificant.  

Regression 4 

The factor (HML; value premium effect) was still not insignificant. The factor was eliminated 
in the next regression. 

Table 8 - Summary of regression 4 output 

Indicator Value 

Adjusted R-square 0.395962942 

Significance regression F-test  1.40716E-17 

 Coefficient Significance 

Intercept 0.827137642 0.378947673 

Mkt-RF 1.653614424 1.49085E-17 

SMB 1.659572898 0.001706769 
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This model had also a similar adjusted R-square of almost 40%. The regression was also 
highly significant judging on the F-test. The two factors (market return premium and SMB 
(size effect) were both significant.  

This model improved on the standard CAPM judging on their regression tests. The size effect 
factor (which corrects for the size effect; small market capitalization firms tend to outperform 
large market capitalization firms) was significant with a positive beta. This means that the 
Smurfit Kappa stock has a relatively small market capitalization, which reflects reality. Other 
combinations of factors were also tested, but all of them resulted in at least one insignificant 
factor. All data and information can be found in appendix D.  

6.3 CAPM cost of equity 

The multi-factor model by Fama & French (2014) is meant to increase performance of the 
standard CAPM by incorporating identified anomalies in empirical testing found by some 
papers. In the previous section, it has become clear that not all factors are significant for the 
Smurfit Kappa stock. This is perfectly possible and not a flaw of the five-factor model since it 
is constructed on entire portfolios. It is expected that one single stock will not always need 
all factors for explaining its expected return. Furthermore, the factors were only introduced to 
compensate anomalies, if one stock (or even a portfolio) does not have these anomalies 
(based on the significance of the regression results of these factors), they obviously do not 
have to be corrected. 

6.3.1 Model for the Smurfit Kappa stock 
One additional factor besides the excess market return was included in the best model for 
the Smurfit Kappa stock; SMB (size effect). The following formula is obtained that was used 
to calculate the cost of equity using a CAPM model: 

%(67") − 6>" =	Z7 + !7'[6'" − 6>"i + !7C%(jke").  

Since alpha was found to be not significant, the formula simplifies to: 

 %(67") − 6>" =	!7'[6'" − 6>"i + !7C%(jke"). 

The betas for the two factors were also found with the regression: !7' = 1.654 (p = <0.001) 
and !7C = 1.660 (p = 0.0017). These values can be entered in the final formula for determining 
the cost of equity of the Smurfit Kappa stock using a CAPM related model: 

%(67") = 	6>" + 1.654 ∗ [6'" − 6>"i + 1.660 ∗ %(jke"). 
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6.3.2 Methodology 
The values of the risk-free rate, the excess market return and the size effect factors are 
needed to calculate %(67") (the cost of equity). Since these values were needed as input for 
an investment appraisal, a prediction had to be made for these factors. It was chosen to use 
averages from historical data.  

It is assumed that a combination of past periods is representative for the future. Furthermore, 
it is assumed that these values will remain constant over the project’s lifetime. 

Three scenarios were set up that calculated the factors based on different timeframes of 
historical data to enrich information and to investigate the effect of different timeframes on 
results. The first scenario took the average of the last year of monthly data, the second 
scenario took the average of the last five years of monthly data and the third scenario took 
the average of the last ten years of monthly data. Monthly data is chosen for the sake of 
consistency since the regressions to determine the betas and factors were also conducted 
using monthly data (which was the largest available time interval for the stock). 

 Annualization 

Furthermore, the monthly data provided by Fama & French (n.d.) does not seem to be 
annualized yet since the monthly rates are all much lower than their provided yearly rates. 
This could also be caused by other effects. Combined with the fact that they do not mention 
whether the monthly values are annualized or not, it has to be ensured that we are dealing 
with monthly rates instead of monthly returns that are annualized. First, it was assumed that 
they are not annualized. So, we annualized the monthly data of 2019 to compare this figure 
with their annual rate (which of course is annualized). The formula for this is: Lv4Atu	Av\wAs =
	∏ ((1 + '3"#4>&

$,,
)7-@M:"8 − 1) ∗ 100. This results in 21.4%, while the yearly rate in the data set 

is 21.8%. Although these figures are not completely identical, they could be explained by 
rounding issues. Furthermore, the monthly rates are in another order of magnitude than these 
yearly (and annualized monthly) rates. To further prove this, the European market index 
(^N100) returns were downloaded. It is known that these returns are not annualized, since 
monthly return data was selected on Yahoo finance. They are in the same order of magnitude 
as the monthly rates of Fama & French, which fortifies our belief that they are not annualized. 
A part of the data set from the index can be found in appendix D. 

Thus, the rates have to be annualized since the result will be used as input for determining 
discount rates that will discount yearly savings. The following formula will be used: 
qssw4t}Jv]	A4\vd = (1 +k<s\ℎtu	A4\vd/100)$& − 1. The reason why this formula is different 
than the annualization formula above is that the average of historical data is taken for all 
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factors that have to be annualized. This means that their value is the same for each period 
and that the monthly rate can be raised to the power of 12. Furthermore, average data is used 
instead of all individual data points since its use case is a prediction for the future. 

6.3.3 Results  
The scenarios and the average values for each factor are summarized in Table 9 below.  

Table 9 - Scenarios for factors 

 Scenario 1: 1-year average Scenario 2: 5-year average Scenario 3: 10-year average 

Length of period Average Annualized Average  Annualized Average Annualized 

Risk-free rate  0.177% 2.14% 0.082% 0.99% 0.043% 0.51% 

Excess market 
return 

1.687% 22.23% 0.506% 6.24% 0.572% 7.09% 

SMB (size 
effect) 

-0.098% -1.17% 0.228% 2.77% 0.173% 2.10% 

When the values for the factors were determined, the cost of equity for each of the three 
scenarios was calculated. Plugging them in to the formula yields: 

- Scenario 1: %(67") = 	2.14% + 1.654 ∗ [22.23%] + 1.660 ∗ −1.17% = 36.95% 

- Scenario 2: %(67") = 	0.99% + 1.654 ∗ [6.24%] + 1.660 ∗ 2.77% = 15.90% 

- Scenario 3: %(67") = 	0.51% + 1.654 ∗ [7.09%] + 1.660 ∗ 2.10% = 15.72% 

Scenario 1 is very high. It is unlikely that this rate is representative for all future years. It is 
interesting to compare these results with each other. Clearly, the timeframe has influence on 
the result. More on this later in the discussion section in chapter 8. 
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7. Investment appraisal using the NPV 

The CAPM was thoroughly investigated in the previous research question. The net present 
value (NPV) is analyzed in this chapter. The corresponding research question (3) is: Can the 
NPV be used as investment valuation method and what is the result for the automated 
warehouse investment project? The goal of this research question is to apply the NPV onto a 
real-world case and documenting the process of doing so. This way, a deeper understanding 
the NPV is reached.  

7.1 Theory 

The standard version of the NPV was used as a starting point. This formula is widely used in 
scientific literature and in academic books. The basic idea is that it discounts all future net 
cash flows or incomes such that the present value of all of them combined is obtained. The 

formula is arranged as follows:  R7S =	∑ N[:I"	7:DM@I]#
($%4)#

5
"-,   (i.e. Beaves (1993)). The numerator 

contains the expected net income at time t. The net income is the income or cash inflow 
minus the costs or the cash outflow at time t. The denominator discounts these net income 
flows; R is the discount rate which is raised to the power of the period. In essence, only these 
two variables have to be determined to calculate the NPV. The investment opportunity that 
was used to apply the NPV in practice is the automated warehouse project of SKRP. The 
main value of this project is cost savings since it will not result in any net income. Therefore, 
these savings replace the expected income in the numerator of the NPV formula. The 
investment costs are subtracted from this. Almost all costs are upfront at t = 0. The two main 
components of the net present value were determined for the automated warehouse project. 

7.1.1 Net expected income or savings 
The numerator consists of the net expected savings per period. This means that the costs 
were subtracted. The total investment costs and the yearly savings were already mentioned 
in chapter 4 with research question 1.4. The total upfront investment costs that are one-time 
(non-recurring) were found to be approximately €12,500,000.00, which is the average of the 
expected initial cost of 10-15 million as discussed. The total net yearly savings (in which the 
additional recurring costs are subtracted from the cost savings) were found to be 
€2,088,230.56. They are - in contrast to the upfront costs – recurring each year. All details of 
these costs and savings were already discussed and can be found in chapter 4 with research 
question 1.4. Of further importance is the time period of the investment. The savings of the 
project are received periodically. The expected lifetime of the warehouse was taken as the 
time period of the investment. This is in line with Dutch fiscal law (Belastingdienst, n.d.). 
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Consulting with the company and comparing other projects from the past, it was estimated 
that the lifetime of the automated warehouse is equal to 25 years.  

7.1.2 Discount factor 
The second factor that was determined is the correct percentage that should be used to 
discount the cash flows. This discount percentage depends on the way the firm wants to 
structure its finance of the project: 

- Stock issues: The company can choose to finance the project completely by issuing 
new stock. 

- Borrowing: It can also choose to borrow the needed amount from financial institutions 
and increasing its corporate debt. 

- Combination of debt and equity. 
In the first case, the correct discount factor would be the cost of equity. This is the return the 
investors are expecting. The cost of debt would be the correct discounting factor in the 
second case since it is the rate the company has to pay for its debt. In the case that the 
company decides the last option, some combination of the two methods is used.  

It can also be the case that the firms use a discount rate based on their own internal specified 
required return. This is the rate that the company expects to have as a minimum return for 
any project. The company specific rate is often times based on the rate of return of another 
project the company could undertake.  

7.1.3 Approach  
The project has some risk (as most projects do) since all identified costs and savings are 
estimations. The upfront costs are fixed to a certain extent since they are based on quotations 
from third parties. In contrast, the savings are subject to change since they are dependent on 
future events that are not controllable. Therefore, it can be helpful to consider more scenarios 
that only the expected (base) one. This is confirmed by Brigham & Ehrhardt (1991). They argue 
that it is useful to know what would happen to the NPV of the projects if several input 
parameters change due to some uncontrollable events. A sensitivity analysis differs with such 
scenario analysis since it would consider only one factor. With scenario analysis, more than 
one factor can be considered and also probabilities can be assigned to these scenarios 
(Brigham & Ehrhardt, 1991). This is also argued by Brzakovic et al. (2016); sensitivity analysis, 
scenario analysis and/or simulations are used for uncertain cash flows of investment. 
Scenario analysis is often used in combination with NPV, since it results in a sense of 
variability of returns in response to changes in key outcomes (Brzaković et al., 2016). A further 
advantage of conducting a sensitivity analysis is that the NPV contains more information 
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because the variance is also known (Brigham & Ehrhardt, 1991). A scenario analysis is thus 
beneficent for managers by supporting and enriching their decision making by providing more 
information about the investment opportunity. The common practice for these analyses is to 
have three scenarios; the base case, a best case and a worst case. Most of the times the 
probability assigned to the base case is 50% and the best and worst case are both 25% 
(Brigham & Ehrhardt, 1991; Brzaković et al., 2016). After the cash flows for each scenario are 
identified, the expected cash flow can be determined. This value is the result of multiplying 
each cash flow with its probability: 	%ÅÇv;\v]	ph = 	∑ phE" × 7E":

E-$ , with phE" being the cash 
flow of scenario x in period t and 7E" being the probability of scenario x in period t (Brzaković 
et al., 2016).  

In the automated warehouse case, three scenarios for the expected savings (instead of cash 
flows) would be quite difficult because they are (also) dependent on many internal factors 
besides some limited influence from the market. However, the cost savings are uncertain, so 
different scenarios should be worked out for them. More than three scenarios are needed for 
these savings, since most events would be specific for one savings factor. Therefore, five 
scenarios were used for the expected savings. 

Also, different options for the discount rate (the rate of return) were used based on the choices 
the company can make to finance the project which are discussed above. This gives the firm 
valuable information what the influence is of each choice so that it can judge what their best 
option is when they take everything into account. Five scenarios were investigated for the 
discount factor; one for each option and three for the combination option. The weighted 
average cost of capital was used to calculate the optimal combination between the cost of 
debt and capital for the combination option that the company has to structure its funding for 
the project. More on this later. 

7.2 Scenarios 

Next, the scenarios are specified. The distinction is made between the five scenarios for the 
expected return (the denominator of the NPV formula) and the five scenarios for the expected 
cost savings of this project (the numerator of the NPV formula).  

7.2.1 Expected savings scenarios 
The scenario analysis for the expected savings considered five cases. As already discussed, 
the cost savings are not directly influenced by the market which is why they are considered 
in separate scenarios. They are however influenced by other factors which are mostly 
company specific. Overarching scenarios that include all or most components are difficult to 
present due to this. The yearly recurring cost savings were identified in research question 1.4 
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(chapter 4). We refer back to this chapter for all the specific cost savings items that are part 
of the main elements.  

Due to confidentiality of the savings categories, their names and a complete description to 
explain the savings and/or probability cannot be mentioned. 

The base scenario was identified with the company and is the most likely to happen of the 
five scenarios. Therefore, a probability of 40% was assigned to this case. Since the plan is 
still in its early stages, the exact solution can always slightly change. This could have 
consequences for some savings. 

Therefore, two scenarios that only consider one savings category were included since it has 
the largest uncertainty. One of these two scenarios is the bad category-specific scenario. 

The probability of this scenario was set to 20%, since the savings of this specific category 
can still change given the progress of the investment plan. Sometimes the prediction is too 
optimistic, especially at the start of projects. Then the good category-specific scenario was 
considered, which implies that more than the expected savings take place. This scenario is 
not likely though, since SKRP has to make the investment as attractive as possible. Therefore, 
it is expected that they will not underestimate the savings prediction; the probability of this 
scenario was set to 5%.  

Besides the two savings category specific scenarios and the base scenario, two general 
scenarios were considered. In these two general scenarios, more than one cost saving 
category was considered. The bad general scenario assumes that less costs are saved due 
to the efficiency gains in the current situation. The efficiency gains (as also discussed in 
chapter 4 for research question 1.1 and 1.2), which are currently being implemented could 
result in this scenario happening, among other things. However, the production output is also 
expected to keep rising, which could cancel each other out. That is why a slightly lower 
probability of 15% was assigned to this scenario, while the good general scenario was 
assigned a 20% probability. Good in this setting means more savings. This scenario has a 
higher probability assigned since the efficiency gains are indeed set in place, but it is likely 
that the production output keeps increasing. 

The savings category of the category-specific scenario was not touched in these two general 
scenarios. If it would be included in them as well, it would have implied a higher overall chance 
of them deviating from the base case compared to other factors. There are no signs of 
justifications for this, which is why they are left out in the general scenarios. Furthermore, it is 
highly unlikely that a situation occurs in which the two main groups of scenarios are both bad 
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and good. Therefore, it is not expected that this causes any problems. Some uncertainty still 
exists, which is inherent to such an analysis.  

The scenario analysis for the expected income was applied to the recurring cost savings and 
costs in Table 10 below. The savings categories are generalized without their specific names 
due to confidentiality. Also, these amounts are fictive. 
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Table 10 - Summary and results of expected savings scenarios (fictive figures) 

Cost savings Base Good general   Bad general   
Good category- 
specific   Bad category-specific   

Description Yearly savings Difference New yearly s. Difference New yearly s. Difference New yearly s. Difference New yearly s. 

Cost saving category 1                   

Cost saving 1.1  €        177,480.00  20%  €       212,976.00  -20%  €       141,984.00  /  €       177,480.00  /  €       177,480.00  

Cost saving 1.2  €          86,400.00  20%  €       103,680.00  -20%  €         69,120.00  /  €         86,400.00  /  €         86,400.00  

Cost saving 1.3  €          48,000.00  20%  €         57,600.00  -20%  €         38,400.00  /  €         48,000.00  /  €         48,000.00  

Cost saving 1.4   €          36,000.00  20%  €         43,200.00  -20%  €         28,800.00  /  €         36,000.00  /  €         36,000.00  

Cost saving 1.5  €          10,000.00  20%  €         12,000.00  -20%  €           8,000.00  /  €         10,000.00  /  €         10,000.00  

Cost saving category 2                   

Cost saving 2.1  €        935,862.00  /  €       935,862.00  /  €       935,862.00   €    108,692.00   €    1,044,554.00   €    (203,262.00)  €       732,600.00  

Cost saving 2.2  €        162,000.00  /  €       162,000.00  /  €       162,000.00   €      27,000.00   €       189,000.00   €      (54,000.00)  €       108,000.00  

      Cost saving 2.2.1  €        207,320.00  /  €       207,320.00  /  €       207,320.00   €      29,200.00   €       236,520.00   €      (58,400.00)  €       148,920.00  

Cost saving 2.3  €          57,000.00  /  €         57,000.00  /  €         57,000.00  /  €         57,000.00   /   €         57,000.00  

      Cost saving 2.3.1  €          17,160.00  /  €         17,160.00  /  €         17,160.00  /  €         17,160.00   /   €         17,160.00  

Cost saving 2.4  €          72,800.00  /  €         72,800.00  /  €         72,800.00  /  €         72,800.00   €      (72,800.00)  €                      -    

Cost saving category 3                   

Cost saving 3.1  €          24,000.00  /  €         24,000.00  /  €         24,000.00  /  €         24,000.00  /  €         24,000.00  

Cost saving 3.2  €          68,308.56  /  €         68,308.56  /  €         68,308.56  /  €         68,308.56  /  €         68,308.56  

Cost saving category 4                   

Cost saving 3.3  €        120,000.00  50%  €       180,000.00  -10%  €       108,000.00  /  €       120,000.00  /  €       120,000.00  

Cost saving 3.4  €        120,900.00  25%  €       151,125.00   €    (120,900.00)  €                      -    /  €       120,900.00  /  €       120,900.00  

                    

Total cost savings  €     2,143,230.56  7.55%  €    2,305,031.56  -9.54%  €    1,938,754.56  7.69%  €    2,308,122.56  -18.13%  €    1,754,768.56  
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Recurring costs 

Description Yearly costs                 

Recurring cost 1  
 €         
(25,000.00) -25%  €       (18,750.00) 25%  €        (31,250.00) /  €         (25,000.00) /  €         (25,000.00) 

Recurring cost 2 
 €         
(20,000.00) -25%  €       (15,000.00) 25%  €        (25,000.00) /  €         (20,000.00) /  €         (20,000.00) 

Recurring cost 3 
 €         
(15,000.00) -25%  €       (7,500.00) 25%  €        (12,500.00) /  €         (15,000.00) /  €         (15,000.00) 

                    

Total additional costs   €       (55,000.00) -25.00%  €     (41,250.00) 25.00%  €      (68,750.00) /  €     (55,000.00) /  €     (55,000.00) 

Total          

Net savings yearly  €    2,088,230.56 10.00%  €    2,263,781.56  -12.14%  €    1,870,004.56  8.27%  €    2,253,122.56  -19.49%  €    1,699,768.56  

Probability  40%  20%  15%  5%  20% 
 



7.2.2 Discount factor scenarios 
Different approaches for the discount factor were analyzed as well. These scenarios are based 
on the choices Smurfit Kappa has to structure its funding for the project. The following 
scenarios were analyzed: 

Cost of equity (using stock returns) and company specific return 

When the company decides to issue new stock to finance the project, the rate of return that 
the investors expect would be the correct discount factor. Investors typically expect higher 
return rates to have a buffer if the project fails to meet expectations or fails entirely (which is 
essentially a risk premium). The exact cost of equity is difficult to determine as we have seen 
in the theoretical discussion of the CAPM. The expected return can be approximated using 
historical stock data to obtain the stock return of the company in question.  

The Smurfit Kappa group is listed on the London Stock Exchange under the tag $SKG.L. A 
stock return analysis was conducted using Yahoo Finance historical data. The entire stock 
data that was available at that time had been downloaded; from March 14, 2007 until January 
28, 2020. The data included the open price, high and lows, close price, adjusted close price 
and volume of each day. The adjusted close price was used for the analysis. On most days 
this adjusted closing price is equal to the regular close price for the Smurfit Kappa stock. The 
difference is that the regular close price is the cash value of the last transacted price before 
the market closes while the adjusted closing price takes additional factors into account that 
might change the stock price when the market is closed (Ganti, 2019). The daily return for 
each day had to be determined to be able to calculate the average daily return over the 
(almost) thirteen years of available stock data. This was done with a simple growth rate 

formula: !"#$%	'()*'+	'")( = 	 !"#$%&'"	)*+%'	,-.)'	&+"/0

!"#$%&'"	)*+%'	,-.)'	0'%&'-"/0
− 1.  

Daily instead of monthly data was used, since the data is purely used for the return of the 
stock. It will not be used for comparison with the market or regressions for determining beta 
and/or factors. In those applications, it was argued that monthly data is needed for capturing 
the real effect (of for example news).  

When all daily returns had been calculated, the average R was obtained by simply adding all 
values and dividing them by the number of days. Also, the standard deviation and variance 
were calculated using Excel’s built-in calculator; their values can be seen in Table 11 below. 
Then, the average daily return had to be annualized. It is important to note that the number of 
trading days is roughly 250 instead of 365 due to weekends and holidays. This was the 
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number used to annualize the average daily return rate. The formula resembles the one seen 
before only now daily rates are used.  

/++*"$#0(1	"2('"3(	'()*'+	'")( = (1 + !"#$%	"2('"3(	'()*'+	'")()"/0% − 1 = (1 +

0.00061855)123 − 1 = 0.16717807.  

Also, the standard deviation and variance were determined. The standard deviation was 
annualized using the value daily standard deviation which was multiplied by the square root 
of 250.  All these results are summarized in Table 11 below. 

Table 11 - Results of stock analysis 

Daily measures  Annualized measures 

Average return  
0.00061855 

 
 Average Return 

0.16717807 

 

St. Dev. 
0.02770091 

 
 St. Dev. 

0.43798981 

 

Variance 
0.00076734 

 
 Variance 

0.19183507 

 

Thus, the cost of equity based on stock returns was found to be 16.72%. The correctness is 
confirmed by the statistics page from Yahoo Finance, which was used as the source for the 
stock return. They report a cost of equity of 16.45%.  

Smurfit Kappa’s internal required return 

It is unlikely that the company will only use the stock market and issue new stocks for raising 
funds for this project. However, the company’s own internal rate used for appraisal of projects 
is approximately the same as the cost of equity that had been found. Their rate is probably 
based on the return on capital employed which was 17% in 2019 (2019 full year results, 2020). 
The company therefore expects that new projects also have a return of at least this figure. 
Since the cost of equity and the company’s own return are so close, they are combined in 
this single scenario. Since the company will probably require that this rate is used for 
discounting the projects value, this scenario is the most important one for them. 

7.2.3 Cost of debt 
Another possibility that the company has is that it fully finances the project by borrowing 
money. Then, the cost of debt should be used to discount the project. The cost of debt is one 
part of the capital structure of the company, together with the cost of equity which we have 
seen above. The yearly financial results of 2019 of Smurfit Kappa were used to calculate the 
cost of debt. The cost of debt can be calculated using the effective interest rate. This rate can 
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be obtained by the total interest payment and dividing this number by the total of all its debt. 
Then, the average interest rate that Smurfit Kappa pays for its debt was calculated. 

The total interest payment in 2019 was equal to €187,000,000, while the total debt was equal 
to €3,483,000,000 (2019 full year results, 2020). Therefore, the cost of debt was estimated to 

be 5.25%. 

However, like the cost of equity, it is unlikely that the company will only use this method of 
funding. The cost of equity nonetheless is almost equal to the company determined required 
return of the company. The cost of debt was included in the analysis for completeness. 

7.2.4 Combination of debt and equity 
Together the cost of debt and the cost of equity form the cost of capital. All exchange listed 
companies are not funded solely using only one source. Companies always use several 
funding sources, such as common stocks, listings, and long-term debt. One way to discount 
the expected savings when the automated warehouse is realized is to take the current 
combination of funding of all capital in the company. The weighted average cost of capital is 
a method that calculates the cost of capital by averaging the cost of debt and equity and 
weighting them by their correct proportions and is commonly used as a discounting rate for 
future cash flows (or savings) of projects. It provides a value that tells us how much the 
company essentially pays for each euro it finances. This is a good measure for a new project, 
since it is not likely that the WACC will change based on the choices made for one project. 

The WACC formula is the following: =/>> =	 4
5
∗ 	@' +

6

5
∗ @" ∗ (1 − A)) (Hargrave, 2019). E is 

the total equity value, D is the total debt value and V is the sum of these two values (total 
asset value). @' is the cost of equity and @" is the cost of debt. Last, A) is the corporate tax 
rate. All these values were obtained or calculated using the financial results report of Smurfit 
Kappa and stock data using for example Yahoo finance. 

WACC calculation 

The equity was determined using the market capitalization of the Smurfit Kappa stock, it was 
equal to €6,259 million (“Yahoo finance: Smurfit Kappa group plc,” 2020). The total debt was 
equal to €3,483 million (2019 full year results, 2020). Therefore, V or the total asset value 
equaled €9,742 million. The cost of debt was already calculated in the discount scenarios 
mentioned above; 5.25%. The tax rate can be calculated by dividing the income tax by the 
income before tax. The income tax equaled €193 million and the income before tax was €m 
677 (2019 full year results, 2020). This yields a rate of 28.5%.  
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The cost of equity was also calculated with the CAPM in the previous chapter. Three scenarios 
were used to calculate the values for factors. The first scenario used the average of one year 
(the most recent one; 2019) of known monthly data for all these factors, which resulted in a 
cost of equity of 36.948%. The second scenario used the average of the last five years of 
known monthly data, which resulted in a cost of equity of 15.898%. The third scenario used 
the average of the last five year of known data, which resulted in a cost of equity 15.173%. 
The reason for using monthly data is already discussed. Plugging all these values into the 
equation yielded the following WACC:  

Scenario 1: =/>> = B
7128

89:1
∗ 	0.36948 +

;:<;

89:1
∗ 0.0525 ∗ (1 − 0.285)G ∗ 100 = 25.08% 

Scenario 2: =/>> = B
7128

89:1
∗ 	0.15898 +

;:<;

89:1
∗ 0.0525 ∗ (1 − 0.285)G ∗ 100 = 11.56% 

Scenario 3: =/>> = B
7128

89:1
∗ 	0.15723 +

;:<;

89:1
∗ 0.0525 ∗ (1 − 0.285)G ∗ 100 = 11.44% 

Besides the company own rate (which was found to be roughly the same as the cost of equity 
using stock returns and therefore combined in one scenario), the WACC is another very 
important figure to look at. It looks at the true cost of capital of the company and therefore 
provides a very good figure for discounting future cash flows since this WACC is not expected 
to change due to the insignificance of the investment on these totals.  

Clarifications 

The calculation above for the WACC used the cost of equity value that had been determined 
using the multi-factor model based on the CAPM. The CAPM was extensionally discussed in 
chapter 5. The CAPM is another method for determining the cost of equity. Therefore, it 
should also be used as input for the investment appraisal. The first scenario for the 
discounting method as seen above is purely the cost of equity (which is combined with the 
company’s own required rate since they are almost equal). There, the cost of equity was 
calculated using average stock returns using daily data for all from 2007 until 2020. This is 
another method to derive the cost of equity, as discussed.  

Furthermore, as argued, daily data instead of monthly was used for that first discount scenario 
which calculated the returns of the stock, since the data is purely used for the return of the 
stock. It will not be used for comparison with the market or regressions for determining beta 
and/or factors. In those applications, we argued that monthly data was needed for capturing 
the real effect (of for example news).  
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7.3 NPV scenario calculation 

Both groups of scenarios are now identified. The NPV calculations are grouped based on their 
discount factor. Then, for each discount factor scenario, the five expected savings scenarios 
were analyzed. Based on their probability, the combined NPV as well as the standard 
deviation were calculated. We have seen before that the formula for the NPV is: HIJ =

	∑
4[>'&	.>)+?']!

(BCD)!
F
&G3   (i.e. Beaves (1993)). Also, it was determined that the number of periods that 

have to be considered is equal to the discount period of the warehouse, which is 25 years. 
This is the time period in which the recurring savings will occur. For each of the discount 
factor scenarios, the NPV analysis had been executed using the expected savings from each 
of the five savings scenarios. The tables below (Table 12) corresponds to the cost of equity 
scenario (discounting figure in the case that the company decides to fully finance the project 
using new stock issues). It happened to be that this rate is equal to the company’s own 
internal rate. The discount rate was 16.72%.  

Table 12 - Equity and company specific rate scenario (based on fictive figures) 

Equity / company 
specific rate 

     

Scenario expected 
savings 

Base Good general Bad General Good reduction  Bad reduction 

Year 1  €             (10,710,905.96)  €             (10,560,502.43)  €             (10,897,871.35)  €         (10,569,634.54)  €             (11,043,721.25) 

2  €                 1,532,808.46   €                1,661,666.87   €                1,372,625.64   €            1,653,842.92   €                 1,247,668.57  

3  €                 1,313,235.49   €                1,423,635.08   €                1,175,998.67   €            1,416,931.91   €                 1,068,941.54  

4  €                 1,125,116.08   €                1,219,701.06   €                1,007,538.27   €            1,213,958.11   €                    915,816.95  

5  €                    963,944.55   €                1,044,980.35   €                   863,209.62   €            1,040,060.07   €                    784,627.27  

6  €                    825,860.65   €                   895,288.17   €                   739,555.88   €               891,072.71   €                    672,230.35  

7  €                    707,557.10   €                   767,039.21   €                   633,615.38   €               763,427.61   €                    575,934.16  

8  €                    606,200.40   €                   657,161.76   €                   542,850.74   €               654,067.52   €                    493,432.28  

9  €                    519,362.92   €                   563,024.13   €                   465,088.02   €               560,373.13   €                    422,748.70  

10  €                    444,964.80   €                   482,371.60   €                   398,464.72   €               480,100.36   €                    362,190.46  

11  €                    381,224.13   €                   413,272.45   €                   341,385.13   €               411,326.56   €                    310,307.11  

12  €                    326,614.23   €                   354,071.66   €                   292,482.12   €               352,404.52   €                    265,855.99  

13  €                    279,827.13   €                   303,351.32   €                   250,584.41   €               301,922.99   €                    227,772.44  

14  €                    239,742.23   €                   259,896.61   €                   214,688.49   €               258,672.89   €                    195,144.31  

15  €                    205,399.44   €                   222,666.73   €                   183,934.62   €               221,618.31   €                    167,190.12  

16  €                    175,976.22   €                   190,769.99   €                   157,586.21   €               189,871.75   €                    143,240.34  

17  €                    150,767.84   €                   163,442.42   €                   135,012.17   €               162,672.85   €                    122,721.33  

18  €                    129,170.53   €                   140,029.49   €                   115,671.84   €               139,370.16   €                    105,141.65  

19  €                    110,667.00   €                   119,970.43   €                     99,101.99   €               119,405.55   €                      90,080.23  

20  €                      94,814.09   €                   102,784.81   €                     84,905.75   €               102,300.85   €                      77,176.35  

21  €                      81,232.08   €                     88,061.01   €                     72,743.10   €                 87,646.38   €                      66,120.93  

22  €                      69,595.68   €                     75,446.38   €                     62,322.74   €                 75,091.14   €                      56,649.18  
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23  €                      59,626.19   €                     64,638.77   €                     53,395.08   €                 64,334.42   €                      48,534.26  

24  €                      51,084.81   €                     55,379.35   €                     45,746.30   €                 55,118.59   €                      41,581.78  

25  €                      43,766.97   €                     47,446.32   €                     39,193.20   €                 47,222.92   €                      35,625.24  

NPV   €                  (272,346.95)  €                   755,593.53   €               (1,550,171.28)  €               693,179.66   €               (2,546,989.72) 

Expected NPV €                   (665,084.72)     

The scenario showed above is the most important one for the company since it is likely 
required by the board that SKRP uses the company’s own discount rate in the official project 
investment case. However, the other discount rates are equally interesting from an outsider’s 
viewpoint. It also provides the board of the Smurfit Kappa group or other stakeholders more 
information for its decision about the project and its possible funding structure. All results are 
summarized in Table 13 below. 

Table 13 - Summary of NPV calculations (based on fictive figures) 

Discount rate 
scenario 

Equity / company 
specific rate 

Debt WACC using 
scenario 1 CAPM 

WACC using 
scenario 2 CAPM 

WACC using 
scenario 3 CAPM 

Discount rate 16.72% 
  

5.25% 25.08% 11.56% 11.44% 

Expected NPV  € (665,084.72) € 15,285,823.51 € (4,471,114.44) € 3,849,246.98 € 3,989,469.98 

St. Dev € 1,052,017.74 € 10,900,211.23 € 2,848,082.87 € 1,453,301.30 € 1,465,765.87 

The other four discount rate scenario calculations can be found in appendix E. The expected 
savings corresponding to each of the five scenarios were used in each period and discounted 
by the cost of equity rate of return (in the case above) to the power of the period. In the first 
period, the upfront costs of €12,500,000 are subtracted. In all periods, the net savings (of 
which the recurring costs are already subtracted since it is the net value) were considered. 
The NPV was then obtained by summing all 25 cash streams. Last, the expected NPV was 
calculated for each discount factor scenario, which is the sum of the product of each NPV 
from the expected savings scenarios times their probability. It is furthermore interesting to 
calculate the standard deviation. A mean and variance value for the NPV can better support 
decision making since it contains more information than just one generic value without 
scenario analysis (De, Acharya, & Sahu, 1981). Since weights in the form of percentages were 

used, the weighted standard deviation formula was needed: L). 1(2	 = 	M
∑ I"(J"KJ̅∗)$%
"&'
()'
( ∑ I"%

"&'
	 

(“Weighted standard deviation,” 1996), with N. being the weight corresponding to instance i. 
O̅∗ is the expected NPV value in this case. M is the number of weights, which was 5. Last, 
∑ N.
F
.GB  was equal to one since percentages were used.  
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8. Recommendations and interpretation of results 

In this chapter, the methodology and results (of intermediate steps) are discussed. Also, 
recommendations and advice are given for the automated warehouse investment project of 
Smurfit Kappa. 

8.1 Discussion of results CAPM 

Multiple aspects have influence on the results. Below, they will be investigated and discussed. 

 Timeframe of averaging factors (for factor values) 

In chapter 6, the multi-factor CAPM was implemented for Smurfit Kappa to determine the 
cost of capital. Three scenarios were set up that all used a different time-period for averaging 
historical data. We have seen that scenario 1 (which used the past data of one year) resulted 
in an expected return of 36.95%. This is obviously very high and it is not realistic that this is 
the correct return for all (coming) years. Logically, the WACC of this scenario (calculated in 
chapter 7) is also high with 25.08%. We have seen that the actual return of the stock of Smurfit 
Kappa over all available 13 years (as calculated with the actual stock returns) is equal to 
16.72%. The cost of debt was equal to 5.25%. Of course, one could argue that the future 
returns might be higher than previous returns, however the calculation using the CAPM also 
used historical data as input. Although one could argue that more recent returns (since only 
the last year is considered in the first scenario of the CAPM calculations) better reflect the 
course of the market in the future, it might also distort it due to some unusual positive or 
negative news in the market or other factors in that period. Scenario 2 (average of last 5 years) 
resulted in 15.90% and scenario 3 (average of 10 years) resulted in 15.72%. It can be seen 
that the results normalize around 15-16% when longer time periods are taken, which is fairly 
close to the actual stock returns return. This means that the multi-factor CAPM gives fairly 
accurate results (for this case). The WACC is equal to 11.56% and 11.44% respectively, which 
is also more probable since it lies between the cost of equity (as calculated with the actual 
stock returns) and the cost of debt, which is not the case with scenario 1. 

Thus, we conclude that the timeframe for averaging historical data for the use of the needed 
factors, such as market return and SMB in our case, has influence on the results of the (multi-
factor) CAPM. Too short of a period could distort the results since it may be an unusually 
good or bad period due to some news in the market or due to other factors that influence the 
market in a way that is not representative for the normal trend.  
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On the other hand, the timeframe should not be too long, otherwise the found numbers might 
not be representative for the foreseeable future. Historical data of 2000 is not useful for a 
prediction for the future. Since Smurfit Kappa in its current form was formed in 2007, we did 
not go back further than 10 years to calculate the average returns of the factors. Therefore, 
based on this anecdotal evidence, we would recommend a timeframe of 5-10 years to 
average historical data for predictions. This captures the recent directions of these factors, 
while being solid and normalized. 

Time interval of stock returns (for determining beta) 

The discussion above focused on the timeframe for averaging returns to use as value for the 
factors of the multi-factor model (such as the market return and SMB). However, the time 
interval of returns to calculate beta has also influence on the result. If a too small time interval 
for the returns is taken, the stock will just move up and down with the market, resulting in a 
beta close to 1. This is because many companies do not publish news or are mentioned in 
news by others (that could influence Smurfit Kappa) that frequent. If daily returns are taken, 
this news would only be present in the returns a few days. On the other days, the stock moves 
with the market again. This results in a significant underestimation of beta, which would not 
happen if one looks at i.e. monthly returns and determine the beta based on this data. 
Therefore, it is recommended that a large enough time interval is taken when calculating beta. 

 Input data 

Last, it was found that the input data has influences on results. For example, the calculated 
beta is different when other indices are taken as market returns. In the simple CAPM (in the 
beginning of chapter 6), the FTSE 100 proxy was used for market return rates. It resulted in a 
beta of 2.15 when using monthly interval returns. In the multi-factor, the market returns were 
provided in the dataset of Fama & French. When no other factors were taken into account, 
the regression resulted in a beta of 1.63. This indicates that the input data - especially the 
market returns indices - influence the outcomes of the calculations for beta as well.  

The reason for this could be that the Fama & French dataset is based on European data, while 
the FTSE 100 index is based on the London Stock Exchange, on which the Smurfit Kappa 
stock is listed and traded. For the sake of consistency and to test the Fama & French dataset 
it was chosen to use that dataset for all needed input. Careful consideration should be made 
when choosing which input data is used. The fact that this thesis used the market return data 
provided by Fama & French, might be a limitation. 

All these recommendations are based on anecdotal evidence from this one application. 
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8.2 Discussion and recommendations NPV 

In the calculations of chapter 7, the expected NPV and its standard deviation were derived 
for each discount rate scenario. These discount rates were based on the choices Smurfit 
Kappa has to finance the project. These calculations however depend on many input 
variables, such as the initial investment costs, the determined scenarios, the values and 
probabilities assigned to each saving scenario and the recurring savings and costs. Although 
we are confident in the scenarios created and the substantiated probabilities that are used, it 
still remains an estimation. Some dependency of the result is present as well, namely on the 
choices regarding discount factors and identified savings (or income).  

SKRP is probably required to use the firm specific rate for their official investment proposal 
case due to company policy. That is why the emphasis lies on the first scenario; the equity 
and company specific rate. It was found that with the current input variables, the expected 
NPV was roughly - €665k. This amount might seem bad for a project of 25 years and an initial 
investment of 12.5 million euros. However, one has to keep in mind that this project is not 
(solely) intended as an investment to make profit. This is a project that is necessary to prevent 
a logistical lockdown and to facilitate future growth of SKRP.  

The different scenarios provide more insight in the possible outcomes of the project and its 
consequences for the NPV. Furthermore, they enable the variance and standard deviation to 
be calculated, which provide further useful information. As said however, SKRP is probably 
required to use the company specific rate and the base scenario for the cost savings is also 
the most likely one to become reality. That is why the focus lies on these two scenarios for 
the following small what-if calculations that can be used for recommendations: 

- Initial investment: It was already discussed that the expected upfront investment cost 
for the warehouse is between 10-15 million depending on the solution that will be 
chosen. Therefore, the average was taken as the initial investment. Considering the 
base scenarios (equity/company specific rate and the base expected savings), the 
NPV was roughly - €272k. Then, the initial investment that would result in a zero NPV 
was calculated keeping all other things constant. Plugging in a zero for the NPV and 
the variable x for the initial investment, the x solved for €12,227,653. This means that 
SKRP should try to keep the initial investment below this figure if it wants a positive 
NPV given their own required rate of return and base savings scenario.  

- Rate of return / discount rate: The base scenarios was again taken, with the negative 
NPV of €272k. Now, the discount rate that would result in a zero NPV was calculated 
while other things are constant. The discount rate was set to x and the NPV to zero. 
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Solving for x gave a value of 16.32%. This means that if the discount rate is lower than 
this value, the NPV becomes positive when considering the base savings scenario.  

Why is a positive NPV important? If one looks at the meaning of the NPV, a positive value 
implies that the project earns more than the expected rate of return (which was used to 
discount the cash flows) of the company and/or investors. A positive NPV is desirable but of 
course no hard requirement. There are other reasons for accepting projects so that the 
company might accept a negative NPV.   

Even if all the input factors would turn out exactly as estimated in the analysis, a standard 
deviation of at least one million euros exist depending on the discount factor. It is interesting 
to investigate what happens with the expected NPV when some of these input variables 
change. An example is the initial one-time investment cost. If this value increased with 1% to 
€12,625,000, the expected NPV of the equity / company specific rate scenario decreased 
with 18.79%. The expected NPV is thus very sensitive to changes in the initial investment. 
This sensitivity can be explained by the fact that the costs are in the first period in which the 
least discounting takes place. All the later a change happens, the less effect it has since the 
discount rate is raised to the power of the period. Using the Excel work map, decisionmakers 
could also change the input variables themselves to see the effect. This empowers them to 
get a feeling of the project and it provides them with more information that helps decision 
making. The changeable input variables are shown in Figure 14. 

 

Figure 14 - Input variables for NPV calculation 

What is interesting of the what-if analysis is furthermore that a discount rate lower than 
16.32% would result in positive NPV for at least the base savings case. However, all other 
discount rates from the other scenarios are much lower, besides the WACC using the result 
of CAPM scenario 1 (average of one year). It is already discussed that this scenario is not 
realistic. All others therefore yield a positive NPV for the base savings scenario. This was 
confirmed by the actual findings which can be found in appendix E.  

The fact that SKRP is probably required to use the company specific rate for discounting the 
project does not mean that they cannot use or consider the other discounting rates to 
understand what the real impact of the project is. The WACC is another very important 
discount factor method to look at. It reflects the true cost of capital of the company and 
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therefore provides a very good figure for discounting future cash flows since this WACC is 
not expected to change due to the insignificance of the investment on these totals.  

The advice is to strongly consider using the WACC for discounting the project. It should at 
least be taken into account when deciding on the project. Regardless of what method is used, 
the details of the method used to derive the discount rate should be considered. Each method 
has its own strengths and weaknesses and different results. Therefore, careful consideration 
and thought should be applied to decide on the best method for this project.    

8.3 Recommendations based on operating leverage 

In the previous sections, the CAPM and NPV are calculated to give advice for managers and 
the company regarding the investment proposal of the automated warehouse. Besides these 
traditional concepts for assessment, managers should also take into account the (additional) 
risk the company bears by taking on the investment proposal. This is a new idea of investment 
appraisal and the underlying theory is based on the paper of Foster & Hart (2009). This 
assessment is complementary to the traditional investment appraisal and provides additional 
information and advice for managers (or in this case the board of Smurfit Kappa) to decide 
on the investment proposal. This section explains, elaborates and gives advice based on this 
new concept. 

 Theory 

All firms operate differently based on their business plan. Some firms need a lot of capital to 
operate (i.e. production companies) while others might not need as much (i.e. service oriented 
firms). This has influence on the operating leverage of the company, since capital intensive 
companies generally have higher fixed costs. Operating leverage measures the impact of 
sales on the profitability. A business with high fixed costs is expected to have a high degree 
of operating leverage, since these costs are incurred whether sales happen or not. This means 
that every sale will have a large contribution to the profit since little costs are added for each 
sale. According to Brealey et al. (2012, page 248) operating leverage is measured by the 
percentage change in profits for each 1% change in sales. A high operating leverage 
magnifies profits, but it also magnifies losses. This means that capital intensive companies 
like Smurfit Kappa bear relatively much risk since they are susceptible to changes in the 
economy or the market that influence their sales. The degrees of operating leverage can be 
calculated using the coefficient of contribution margin (Q"). This coefficient of contribution 
margin is equal to the sales minus variable costs divided by the sales minus variable costs 
minus fixed costs. Given the relation between this coefficient of contribution margin and the 
DOL, the higher the coefficient, the lower the DOL will be and thus the risk to the market. 
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What value of Q" should a firm be aiming for? This is where the theory of Foster & Hart (2009) 
comes in to place. The authors propose a game with a gamble (g) in which one has an equal 
chance of winning $120 or losing $100. They argue that the standard deviation of the outcome 
of this gamble is not a good measure of risk since it is not dependent on the wealth of the 
participant. Therefore, they introduce a new measure; R(g). This is the critical wealth level 
which indicates the threshold of wealth one should have for gamble g to avoid bankruptcy in 
the long run. Thus, a gamble g would be risky if it is accepted below R(g), which is interpreted 
as the minimal reserve that is required to safely play gamble g. This game can be implemented 
on the coefficient of contribution margin (Q") to introduce an alert mechanism for firms to 
avoid too much risk. This can be done since it satisfies the conditions of the game: The 
gamble should have a positive probability of losses and it should have positive expectations. 
By using past data of the firm as possibilities of outcomes, it can be calculated what the 
minimum amount of Q" should be, denoted as R(Q"). This figure represents the minimum 
amount of contribution margin a firm should maintain to avoid high risk implied by high 
degrees of operating leverage. This value can be plugged back in the equation that defines 
Q", to come up with the fixed costs. Based on the current fixed costs of the company, it can 
be concluded if it safe to acquire more fixed costs by taking on the automated warehouse 
investment project.    

Methodology 

To make a statement for Smurfit Kappa about this, the operating leverage should be 
calculated. The following formula was used for the calculation of the DOL of Smurfit Kappa: 

!RS = 	
N'-)'>&/O'	)P/>O'	.>	4QRS

N'-)'>&/O'	)P/>O'	.>	%/*'%
. It is assumed that the revenue is equal to the sales figure. The 

results of the DOL analysis can be found in appendix E. The data for this calculation was 
obtained from the financial statements of Smurfit Kappa from the last years up to 2007 (such 
as 2019 full year results (2020) for data of 2019). The coefficient of contribution margin (Q") 

was calculated by rewriting the following formula: T = 	 T*
T*KB

	 (Ranjan & Dabadghao, 2019). T 

is the DOL value. Then, the minimum amount of contribution margin (defined by @(Q")) was 
calculated using the theory from Foster & Hart (2009) and the following formula: 

log X1 +
O

D(O)
Y = 0. Data from the company of the last twelve years (as long as they were 

available) was used for this since the values for Q" calculated with the DOL were used as a 
substitute for 3. In essence, this means that the historical data of the company is used as 
outcomes for gamble 3. The outcome value for R(Q") was plugged back in the definition of Q" 

to calculate the fixed costs this value would imply: Q" =	
U+>&-.V$&.+>	?/-O.>

W.J'"	)+%&%	
=
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X/*'%KY/-./V*'	)+%&%

W.J'"	)+%&%
. It is already assumed that the revenue is equal to the sales figure. The 

variable costs can be estimated using the (desired) profit margin for next year.  

Results 

All DOL and coefficients of contribution margins of all available years can be found in 
appendix E. To be able to apply the from Foster & Hart (2009), the game has to cohere to 
some requirements:  

P[Q" < 0] > 0, this is clearly the case. 

E[Q"] > 0, this is also the case since E[Q"] = 0.881 

Then, the minimum amount of contribution margin (@(Q")) was calculated. There are twelve 
data points, so the calculations for @(Q") were done with this formula: 

X
B

B1
Y Xlog X1 +

B.371

D(O)
Y + log X1 +

K3.289

D(O)
Y +⋯+	log X1 +

3.819

D(O)
YY = 0.  

Using solver, it is determined that @(Q") is approximately 0.59703. This is the minimum 
amount of contribution margin for Smurfit Kappa. This value was plugged back in the 

coefficient formula (Q" =		
X/*'%KY/-./V*'	)+%&%

W.J'"	)+%&%
). The average percentage of change in revenue 

over the years (2.05%) was taken as a prediction for the revenue this year (2020). It was found 
to be €9233.484 million (revenue of 2019 * 1.0205). Then, the desired profit margin is needed 
to calculate the variable costs and with that the contribution margin. Smurfit Kappa’s profit 
margin in 2019 was roughly 33% (2019 full year results, 2020). Assuming that Smurfit Kappa 
aims for a similar profit margin, it would imply a variable cost of €6186.434 million. Then the 
maximum fixed costs for Q" to stay below the minimum amount of contribution margin is 

found to be €5103.679 million (calculated with: 0.59703 = 		 81;;.:<:K7B<7.:;:
W.J'"	)+%&%

). Smurfit Kappa its 

actual fixed costs were €3920 million in 2019 assuming that the property, plant and equipment 
assets stand in for fixed costs (2019 full year results, 2020). 

Conclusion and recommendation 

Based on these findings, it is recommended that Smurfit Kappa takes on the investment 
project of the automated warehouse since it introduces fixed costs that still keep the company 
well below the threshold of risk based on their desired profit margin. By taking on additional 
fixed cost, their total fixed costs still implies a value for their coefficient of contribution margin 
(Q") above the minimum amount (R(Q")). This means that the company can safely take the 
investment project in terms of risk. The fixed costs can increase up to €5103.679 million 
before the value of Q" gets to small which would make the DOL too large (which implies more 
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risk, as we have seen) based on the historical data. This is particularly important for capital 
intensive companies such as Smurfit Kappa since they tend to have a relatively high degree 
of operating leverage. If they want to keep their risk down by lowering their degrees of 
operating leverage, Q" should not become too low (which can happen with more fixed costs). 
This new theory can be used as an alert mechanism for firms when they face uncertainty 
regarding their contribution margin coefficient. Especially for capital intensive firms this can 
be useful by allowing them to check on their fixed costs and to make decisions based on this.  

In the previous part advice for the company was devised using the traditional CAPM and NPV 
concepts. Besides this advice, managers should also be aware of the risk of taking on new 
projects. Managers can use this new idea of risk to decide on the investment alongside with 
the outcome of the traditional investment appraisal. The difference is that the traditional 
concepts only consider the investment itself, by looking at the initial investment costs and the 
recurring net savings (or income). This risk assessment takes a broader perspective at the 
firm. Of course, the discount values used in the NPV do to some extent depend on the firm. 
They are however dependent on the financial structure the firm has chosen, while this 
additional assessment looks at the operating leverage and the fixed costs of the firm to 
determine whether the firm takes on additional risk that it can bear. We conclude that Smurfit 
Kappa can safely incur the additional fixed costs of the investment project of €12.5 million 
since it would still be far below the threshold of fixed costs as calculated with the minimum 
amount of operating leverage. This is of course dependent on their profit margin which implies 
how much risk the company is willing to take. 
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9. Discussion and conclusion 

9.1 Conclusion 

Smurfit Kappa Roermond Papier has some serious logistics problems that could potentially 
cause process-disrupting problems. Therefore, their long-term wish is to realize a new, 
automated warehouse that will save costs. However, improvement and efficiency gains are 
needed in the current situation since the new warehouse will not be realized in the short term. 
Several improvements were implemented or proposed that provide relief for the outbound 
logistics department. It is important to include this current situation in the research for several 
reasons: The new warehouse will not be realized for several years, the department had severe 
problems that could result in a serious continuity problem for the company and it is beneficial 
to include the current situation in an analysis ultimately meant to solve problems structurally. 

With regards to the CAPM that was used in the investment appraisal, we chose the multi-
factor model inspired by the five-factor model of Fama & French (2014) for two reasons. First, 
it improves upon the standard CAPM by correcting for the found anomalies. Second, these 
factor models are relatively easy to implement compared to other derivatives of the CAPM 
thanks to the provided data set of factors by the authors. Despite the discussion in the 
literature the CAPM remains a popular method that provide good answers with relatively easy 
calculations. Certain anomalies are found in some empirical results in the literature but they 
are mostly corrected in the multi-factor model. 

The factor model was applied to the stock of Smurfit Kappa and it was concluded that a factor 
model including the market excess return factor (which is the basis of the standard CAPM) 
and the SMB (or size effect) factor best explains the return of this stock. The cost of equity 
resulting from this multi-factor CAPM was used as input in some scenarios of the NPV. The 
expected NPV was roughly - €272k if the company’s own rate of return is used to discount 
and using the base savings scenario. If the company wants a positive NPV based on these 
two scenarios, they would have to keep the investment below €12,227,653. If they are allowed 
to change their discount rate, it would have to be below 16.32%. All other discount rate 
scenarios were found to be lower than that, besides the WACC that uses scenario 1 of the 
CAPM.  

It was found that multiple aspects influence the outcomes of the (multi-factor) CAPM and the 
beta used in it. In this discussion it was also found that the multi-factor CAPM gives fairly 
accurate results in this case. Furthermore, it is recommended that a timeframe of 5 to 10 
years is used to average historical data for factor values. Also, it is recommended that a large 
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enough time interval is taken between returns when calculating beta. Last, careful 
consideration about the input data should be applied. All these recommendations are based 
on anecdotal evidence from this one application. 

We conclude that the company should take on the project and recommend that they change 
their internal discounting rate to reflect their true cost of finance. This also makes the NPV 
positive, which is not a goal in itself but helps with the recommendation to take on this project. 
This recommendation is fortified by the risk assessment using the using the DOL. This can be 
used as an alert mechanism for firms to keep their operating leverage down to reduce risk 
dependent on their chosen strategy. Smurfit Kappa operates well below the fixed costs that 
is found with the minimum amount of contribution margin. With their current stategy, the 
company can easily take on more fixed costs and they would still operate far from the 
calculated threshold.  

9.2 Discussion 

There are some limitations of this thesis. As argued, the theoretical investigation into the 
streams and derivations of the CAPM was not an exhaustive list. Although major streams 
were investigated, only a few derivations of each stream were considered. The selection of 
the model was based on ease of implementation for this case and the fact that it improves 
the regular CAPM. A recommendation for future research would be to identify and report all 
available streams and models in the CAPM domain and to provide a framework for 
implementation of these models which provides recommendations depending on the use 
cases. Furthermore, it is noteworthily that only one factor of the multi-factor CAPM was 
significant for the Smurfit Kappa stock. It was not investigated why this is the case. Another 
limitation of the implementation of this multi-factor model is the fact that all needed data for 
these factors was sourced from the dataset of Fama & French, including the market returns, 
for the sake of consistency. They used European market returns, while Smurfit Kappa is listed 
on the London Stock Exchange.  

It was found that multiple aspects have influence on results multiple steps of the CAPM 
calculation. One of them is the time interval between returns to calculate beta. It was argued 
that a longer time interval better captures the beta. However, only the monthly rates were 
considered since it was the largest time interval available to download for the Smurfit Kappa 
stock on the site used. This is a limitation of this research since larger time intervals should 
also be considered to determine whether monthly rates are sufficient or that even larger time 
intervals between returns are needed. It is recommended that future research investigates 
this matter. Furthermore, future research should also properly investigate the other aspects. 
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Especially the influence of the timeframe of averaging factors aspect (for determination of 
factor values to use in the multi-factor CAPM) should be further investigated since this 
research only looked at three scenarios for this aspect. A further limitation of these 
recommendations is that they are based on results from this case only. It is recommended 
that future research looks further into this. 

The result of the NPV also depends on many choices that have to be made such as the initial 
investment costs, the determined scenarios, the values and probabilities assigned to each 
saving scenario and the recurring savings and costs. Although we are confident in the 
scenarios created and the substantiated probabilities that are used, it still remains an 
estimation. Especially the uncertainty regarding the initial costs is a limitation of this thesis, 
since the definitive choice for the solutions are not made yet. These costs are thus subject to 
change. 

We conclude that there are some uncertainties when using the discussed models for 
investment appraisals. Further research is needed that investigates the mentioned limitations 
and looks into actual implementation of these models for practical uses. 
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Appendix A: Guideline and plan outbound logistics 

The following guideline had been written for the logistics outbound department: 

Required items 

In order to implement the new plan, a number of things are needed: 

- One person from the expedition/ outbound logistics who takes care of the planning for a few 
hours each day and can make adjustments based on production data. 

- Data from the Business Intelligence analysis tool: 

o List of fast movers based on shipment quantity (in TO) from the past six months. 

o Average stock data for determining the space requirements of a fast mover  

o Origin of a reels (PM 1/2 or PM3) for scheduling the fast mover to the appropriate 
location. 

o Production data for the next day so that a daily operational plan can be drawn up. 

- Architectural drawing or floor plan of current warehouse for capacity per location and make 
layout. 

Ruleset 

There are two tasks that need to be carried out. This is on the one hand - at a higher level of 
aggregation - updating and keeping track of the fast movers and assigning them into their 
appropriate storage compartments. On the other hand - at a lower aggregation level - daily 
adjusting based on the production and current stock status so that the forklift truck drivers 
know exactly where each reel should be placed. 

 1. Strategic level - fast movers and space planning 

- Each week - using the available analysis tool - the current status of the fast movers 
will have to be checked in order to make a ranking based on the most shipped SKUs 
(in tons) in the past half year. The number of fast movers to be scheduled will vary from 
week to week as it is a cumulative percentage of up to 80% (of the volume shipped in 
the past half year). Of course, this 80% is a target which may not be reached, but the 
goal is to place as much as possible in the central warehouse of these fast movers. 

- After this ranking is finished, the layout of the warehouse can be made and/or 
updated. The average stock of each SKU is important here (calculated over the same 
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period of time (half a year)). The floor plan of the warehouse can be used to determine 
how much capacity each location has, so that the fast movers can be planned in. 

- When planning, the top 5 fast movers should be assigned to the compartments close 
to the loading gates: compartments P (1 to 20) and E (2 to 18, even numbers). If 
necessary, a piece of D (1,3,5 ...) and C (2,4,6 ...) can be used if the top 5 fast movers 
SKUs do not completely fit in storage compartments P and E.  

These locations are shown in blue in the figure below. 

- The other fast movers must be planned in the other storage compartments. The origin 
of the role (PM1/2 and PM3) must be taken into account.  

o Fast movers from PM1/2 must be placed in the storage compartments: A, B 
and C  

This is shown in in the figure below in orange.   

-> However, there are a few places within these A, B and C that are occupied by i.e. 
sleeves pallets and sub standards. These are clearly indicated. 

o Fast movers coming from PM3 in the storage compartments: part of odd C 
(2,4,6... ,18) D, R and the S storage compartments (only 1,3,5..,37, which 
connect to the R storage compartments).  

This is shown in the figure below in yellow. 

o If these storage compartments are fully planned, some more fast movers can 
be planned in the upper S compartments (57.59,...,73; 39.41,...,55; 56, 58,..., 
90). It is preferable that these reels come from PM3. However, these storage 
compartments should only be used as a last resort. 

o When drawing the SKUs in, it is preferable to plan higher ranking fast movers 
closer to the loading docks and thus work backwards towards the treadmills of 
the machines.  

o Probably not all fast movers representing 80% of the shipments will be able 
to fit in this space. This differs per period.  

- The other S storage compartments (2,4,6,...,54) serve as residual storage compartments 
where in case of high volumes, batches (temporarily) are put down. These storage 
compartments also serve as a buffer for weekends and holidays and other SKUs that fall 
outside the classification fast movers but are (temporarily) important.  
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These storage compartments are indicated in red in the figure below. 

- All other SKUs - which fall outside the above locations - must be in the outside halls (halls 7, 
8 and possibly van Tuijl). 

- Each circle on the map can hold at least 3 reels. This is the starting point for drawing in the 
reels. As it concerns average stock data, extra space needs to be reserved for each fast mover 
on top of this average value.  

o Top 5 fast movers: Buffer space of 20% on top of the average value of the past six 
months. 

o Other fast movers: Approximately 1 row per 6 rows in total, this is also a multi-buffer 
(for more than 1 SKU/fast mover) 

o These values have to prove themselves in practice and can, of course, be adjusted. 

- Last but not least, there is space reserved for pre-loading, which is indicated in green. This 
will be further explained in the next chapter - the operational level. 

- As discussed briefly, there are some storage compartments in the space for the reels 
originating from the PM1/2 that are not available. These are clearly indicated in black in the 
figure below These are pallets, sleeves and sub standards.  

 

 

 

2. Operational level - Adjustment and preparation 
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- For the operational level, a tool will also be available stating what will be produced 
(SKU and quantity) and from which machine it will come. In addition, this tool contains 
information about shipments that will take place next day. These tools are included in 
the business intelligence report mentioned before. 

- Based on this information, the next day's shipments should be known and prepared 
as much as possible in the pre-load storage compartments. These are marked green 
in the figure above and may only be used for this purpose. This is done in the evening 
or night shift at quiet moments. 

- Loads that are expected for the next day and that are located partly in the main 
warehouse and partly in another hall and for which there is no room left in the pre-
loading storage compartments must be identified on a daily basis. 

o This way, fast movers that are stored in the main warehouse can be shuttled 
to the outdoor hall where the other part of the load is located (preferably). 

o Another solution; the non-fast movers from the outdoor halls are driven to the 
buffer area in the main warehouse (part of S sections). 

- With the help of the production information, it is necessary to plan where the 
produced units can be placed for the next day. By comparing the current stock and 
the allocated/available space of the respective SKU (if it is a fast mover), it can be 
determined where to place these new reels. 

o If there is enough space in the designated fast movers’ storage 
compartments, they must of course be placed there. 

o If there is not enough space in these storage compartments, an estimate must 
be made as to where these reels can best be placed temporarily. 

o All other SKUs must be shuttled directly to the outside halls unless they are 
soon to be shipped. In that case they have to be driven to the preload or the 
buffer area. 

-> The purpose of all this is that the forklift driver knows for each reel where to put it (
 in one of the designated areas, which is chosen by the forklift driver). 

- Reels that are temporarily stored in a buffer, in an outdoor hall or somewhere else 
must be planned and placed back to their designated place as soon as there is time 
and space for this reel. 

Disclaimer 
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This manual is based on data and on the experiences and opinions of employees, but nothing 
was tested in practice. Therefore, certain prescribed actions or rules may need to be adapted 
after implementation based on practical experience. These changes are encouraged, as the 
purpose of this manual is to provide a more structured working environment that reduces the 
workload for lift truck drivers, reduces logistic movements and creates more/efficient space. 

 
Map central warehouse 

The map displayed in the picture below shows the new layout of the central warehouse. 
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Appendix B: Business intelligence tool  

The analysis plug-in tool for Excel enables the user to look up data and structure reports 
depending on their needs. It starts with the following screen in which the user can select the 
specific plant of the Smurfit Kappa group. Also, the date range for the data has to be 
specified. 

 

Once this is done, the user can select data elements as shown in the figure below. By 
dragging the data element to the columns or rows section, it will show up in the excel table 
in the location where it is dragged to. 
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An example of that excel table is shown in the figure below. Here, daily performance indicators 
are shown. This is also the daily report that is send to some stakeholders of the logistics 
department.  
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Appendix C: Requirements specification 

                                                             

Data point Value Rank Percentage
365 21914,974 1 100,00%
238 21459,709 2 99,70%
364 21224,458 3 99,40%
239 21066,332 4 99,10%
245 21048,194 5 98,90%
252 20996,438 6 98,60%
231 20994,717 7 98,30%
224 20977,867 8 98,00%
266 20965,829 9 97,80%
232 20906,346 10 97,50%
141 20748,871 11 97,20%
225 20724,988 12 96,90%
259 20566,843 13 96,70%
260 20510,982 14 96,40%
142 20364,781 15 96,10%
267 20276,177 16 95,80%
253 20235,896 17 95,60%
246 20171,323 18 95,30%
147 20018,426 19 95,00%
240 19967,187 20 94,70%
7 19957,786 21 94,50%

226 19952,64 22 94,20%
233 19948,772 23 93,90%
8 19909,192 24 93,60%

133 19892,72 25 93,40%
363 19789,756 26 93,10%
148 19753,745 27 92,80%
247 19708,06 28 92,50%
261 19655,174 29 92,30%
237 19641,505 30 92,00%
227 19578,164 31 91,70%
255 19493,606 32 91,40%
234 19483,054 33 91,20%
14 19452,438 34 90,90%
244 19390,532 35 90,60%
254 19376,359 36 90,30%
273 19365,403 37 90,10%
154 19267,018 38 89,80%
268 19169,154 39 89,50%
223 19138,908 40 89,20%
241 19106,786 41 89,00%
265 19086,563 42 88,70%
280 19017,579 43 88,40%
230 18966,81 44 88,10%
235 18929,512 45 87,90%
262 18897,352 46 87,60%
251 18886,746 47 87,30%
134 18804,955 48 87,00%
70 18766,387 49 86,80%
228 18713,528 50 86,50%
21 18682,165 51 86,20%
140 18653,782 52 85,90%
15 18626,941 53 85,70%
112 18556,714 54 85,40%
1 18517,268 55 85,10%

143 18511,443 56 84,80%
217 18482,91 57 84,60%
281 18441,546 58 84,30%
263 18404,208 59 84,00%
258 18332,132 60 83,70%
98 18323,143 61 83,50%
248 18316,155 62 83,20%
105 18296,851 63 82,90%
2 18293,794 64 82,60%
9 18283,606 65 82,40%

218 18243,879 66 82,10%
126 18238,144 67 81,80%
236 18220,598 68 81,50%
149 18182,137 69 81,30%
269 18158,743 70 81,00%
16 18112,421 71 80,70%
28 18095,953 72 80,40%
135 18082,901 73 80,20%
362 18080,609 74 79,90%
132 18061,459 75 79,60%
256 18040,853 76 79,30%
274 17958,052 77 79,10%
99 17954,184 78 78,80%
22 17929,571 79 78,50%
360 17927,116 80 78,20%
242 17878,759 81 78,00%
275 17857,464 82 77,70%
106 17809,293 83 77,40%
155 17806,299 84 77,10%
146 17803,431 85 76,90%
272 17790,038 86 76,60%
3 17783,88 87 76,30%
49 17697,583 88 76,00%
71 17692,886 89 75,80%
150 17681,503 90 75,50%
287 17676,578 91 75,20%
100 17665,487 92 75,00%
6 17657,124 93 74,70%

315 17646,898 94 74,40%
229 17634,064 95 74,10%
20 17598,836 96 73,90%
249 17579,357 97 73,60%
219 17567,935 98 73,30%
220 17527,851 99 73,00%
361 17511,725 100 72,80%
282 17504,193 101 72,50%
243 17458,026 102 72,20%
43 17438,551 103 71,90%
93 17429,741 104 71,70%
107 17396,703 105 71,40%
144 17390,026 106 71,10%
264 17330,943 107 70,80%
63 17313,211 108 70,60%
153 17307,132 109 70,30%
221 17285,953 110 70,00%
127 17263,423 111 69,70%
13 17251,829 112 69,50%
69 17244,666 113 69,20%
130 17238,247 114 68,90%
222 17230,775 115 68,60%
151 17209,59 116 68,40%
108 17194,468 117 68,10%
113 17188,058 118 67,80%
17 17185,017 119 67,50%
35 17162,809 120 67,30%
119 17136,288 121 67,00%

120 17126,809 122 66,70%
279 17125,858 123 66,40%
322 17115,929 124 66,20%
316 17102,492 125 65,90%
136 17099,565 126 65,60%
72 17097,393 127 65,30%
64 17095,43 128 65,10%
359 17094,854 129 64,80%
250 17081,171 130 64,50%
288 17067,748 131 64,20%
294 17065,949 132 64,00%
29 17046,058 133 63,70%
10 16998,619 134 63,40%
276 16952,101 135 63,10%
92 16924,351 136 62,90%
344 16920,703 137 62,60%
270 16913,669 138 62,30%
44 16887,367 139 62,00%
257 16861,087 140 61,80%
216 16856,972 141 61,50%
343 16845,93 142 61,20%
295 16845,252 143 60,90%
77 16780,648 144 60,70%
4 16776,881 145 60,40%

283 16767,219 146 60,10%
94 16718,057 147 59,80%
101 16713,074 148 59,60%
78 16711,446 149 59,30%
121 16710,768 150 59,00%
308 16605,744 151 58,70%
277 16600,215 152 58,50%
18 16577,092 153 58,20%
139 16553,194 154 57,90%
104 16519,306 155 57,60%
137 16510,109 156 57,40%
66 16433,649 157 57,10%
5 16430,92 158 56,80%

145 16422,172 159 56,50%
323 16414,485 160 56,30%
131 16409,085 161 56,00%
50 16331,376 162 55,70%
317 16326,886 163 55,40%
358 16285,235 164 55,20%
48 16237,916 165 54,90%
97 16233,462 166 54,60%
42 16231,246 167 54,30%
30 16228,02 168 54,10%
196 16221,66 169 53,80%
27 16221,298 170 53,50%
345 16218,883 171 53,20%
111 16204,261 172 53,00%
152 16194,029 173 52,70%
357 16181,592 174 52,40%
65 16173,763 175 52,10%
67 16159,794 176 51,90%
11 16159,338 177 51,60%
36 16141,76 178 51,30%
289 16141,307 179 51,00%
156 16132,697 180 50,80%
56 16131,698 181 50,50%
23 16126,354 182 50,20%
128 16119,066 183 50,00%
309 16065,177 184 49,70%
122 16055,782 185 49,40%
271 16041,108 186 49,10%
125 16018,59 187 48,90%
336 15972,429 188 48,60%
102 15959,798 189 48,30%
301 15912,548 190 48,00%
189 15851,787 191 47,80%
286 15845,256 192 47,50%
57 15840,16 193 47,20%
197 15833,775 194 46,90%
31 15828,074 195 46,70%
19 15814,297 196 46,40%
73 15811,722 197 46,10%
337 15752,542 198 45,80%
79 15749,151 199 45,60%
95 15717,004 200 45,30%
296 15710,198 201 45,00%
109 15706,291 202 44,70%
58 15652,969 203 44,50%
62 15643,357 204 44,20%
59 15642,63 205 43,90%
278 15625,374 206 43,60%
321 15622,347 207 43,40%
25 15619,688 208 43,10%
210 15618,98 209 42,80%
37 15618,447 210 42,50%
129 15572,843 211 42,30%
68 15562,321 212 42,00%
212 15550,944 213 41,70%
103 15546,059 214 41,40%
24 15543,308 215 41,20%
350 15516,775 216 40,90%
84 15513,807 217 40,60%
211 15480,843 218 40,30%
76 15479,339 219 40,10%
12 15423,432 220 39,80%
324 15422,7 221 39,50%
338 15417,439 222 39,20%
123 15405,399 223 39,00%
302 15334,506 224 38,70%
138 15294,568 225 38,40%
329 15259,515 226 38,10%
293 15255,604 227 37,90%
45 15253,289 228 37,60%
314 15220,222 229 37,30%
85 15210,416 230 37,00%
91 15196,309 231 36,80%
213 15180,446 232 36,50%
318 15179,88 233 36,20%
297 15174,604 234 35,90%
307 15174,155 235 35,70%
310 15171,505 236 35,40%
168 15167,145 237 35,10%
118 15155,903 238 34,80%
214 15135,182 239 34,60%
38 15107,61 240 34,30%
182 15080,609 241 34,00%
303 15055,58 242 33,70%
190 15037,201 243 33,50%

120 17126,809 122 66,70%
279 17125,858 123 66,40%
322 17115,929 124 66,20%
316 17102,492 125 65,90%
136 17099,565 126 65,60%
72 17097,393 127 65,30%
64 17095,43 128 65,10%
359 17094,854 129 64,80%
250 17081,171 130 64,50%
288 17067,748 131 64,20%
294 17065,949 132 64,00%
29 17046,058 133 63,70%
10 16998,619 134 63,40%
276 16952,101 135 63,10%
92 16924,351 136 62,90%
344 16920,703 137 62,60%
270 16913,669 138 62,30%
44 16887,367 139 62,00%
257 16861,087 140 61,80%
216 16856,972 141 61,50%
343 16845,93 142 61,20%
295 16845,252 143 60,90%
77 16780,648 144 60,70%
4 16776,881 145 60,40%

283 16767,219 146 60,10%
94 16718,057 147 59,80%
101 16713,074 148 59,60%
78 16711,446 149 59,30%
121 16710,768 150 59,00%
308 16605,744 151 58,70%
277 16600,215 152 58,50%
18 16577,092 153 58,20%
139 16553,194 154 57,90%
104 16519,306 155 57,60%
137 16510,109 156 57,40%
66 16433,649 157 57,10%
5 16430,92 158 56,80%

145 16422,172 159 56,50%
323 16414,485 160 56,30%
131 16409,085 161 56,00%
50 16331,376 162 55,70%
317 16326,886 163 55,40%
358 16285,235 164 55,20%
48 16237,916 165 54,90%
97 16233,462 166 54,60%
42 16231,246 167 54,30%
30 16228,02 168 54,10%
196 16221,66 169 53,80%
27 16221,298 170 53,50%
345 16218,883 171 53,20%
111 16204,261 172 53,00%
152 16194,029 173 52,70%
357 16181,592 174 52,40%
65 16173,763 175 52,10%
67 16159,794 176 51,90%
11 16159,338 177 51,60%
36 16141,76 178 51,30%
289 16141,307 179 51,00%
156 16132,697 180 50,80%
56 16131,698 181 50,50%
23 16126,354 182 50,20%
128 16119,066 183 50,00%
309 16065,177 184 49,70%
122 16055,782 185 49,40%
271 16041,108 186 49,10%
125 16018,59 187 48,90%
336 15972,429 188 48,60%
102 15959,798 189 48,30%
301 15912,548 190 48,00%
189 15851,787 191 47,80%
286 15845,256 192 47,50%
57 15840,16 193 47,20%
197 15833,775 194 46,90%
31 15828,074 195 46,70%
19 15814,297 196 46,40%
73 15811,722 197 46,10%
337 15752,542 198 45,80%
79 15749,151 199 45,60%
95 15717,004 200 45,30%
296 15710,198 201 45,00%
109 15706,291 202 44,70%
58 15652,969 203 44,50%
62 15643,357 204 44,20%
59 15642,63 205 43,90%
278 15625,374 206 43,60%
321 15622,347 207 43,40%
25 15619,688 208 43,10%
210 15618,98 209 42,80%
37 15618,447 210 42,50%
129 15572,843 211 42,30%
68 15562,321 212 42,00%
212 15550,944 213 41,70%
103 15546,059 214 41,40%
24 15543,308 215 41,20%
350 15516,775 216 40,90%
84 15513,807 217 40,60%
211 15480,843 218 40,30%
76 15479,339 219 40,10%
12 15423,432 220 39,80%
324 15422,7 221 39,50%
338 15417,439 222 39,20%
123 15405,399 223 39,00%
302 15334,506 224 38,70%
138 15294,568 225 38,40%
329 15259,515 226 38,10%
293 15255,604 227 37,90%
45 15253,289 228 37,60%
314 15220,222 229 37,30%
85 15210,416 230 37,00%
91 15196,309 231 36,80%
213 15180,446 232 36,50%
318 15179,88 233 36,20%
297 15174,604 234 35,90%
307 15174,155 235 35,70%
310 15171,505 236 35,40%
168 15167,145 237 35,10%
118 15155,903 238 34,80%
214 15135,182 239 34,60%
38 15107,61 240 34,30%
182 15080,609 241 34,00%
303 15055,58 242 33,70%
190 15037,201 243 33,50%
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Above, the stock quantity analysis data is shown with the corresponding rank and 
cumulative percentage. Below, the distribution of the stock in 11 equal bins is shown. It 
resembles roughly a normal distribution, so it assumed that it is normally distributed. 

 

 

Loading requirements 

Below, the picture of the new logistical flow around the warehouse is displayed. The new flow 
is indicated in the yellow arrows. The old flow is indicated with dark red arrows and moves 
around the whole site (not shown in the picture) and comes back around. The new flow is 
significantly shorter. Furthermore, it reduces the nuisance for the surroundings since the new 
warehouse is further away from the residential area. This is, as said, also an important factor 
for the new warehouse. 
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Speed requirement 

Also, requirements for the speed of the system (in terms of the number of reels that can be 
handled each time unit) have to be determined. For this an analysis of the production numbers 
of last year had been conducted. A pareto analysis was conducted and is shown in the picture 
below. This gives information regarding peaks so it can be determined to what extent the new 
solution has to have capacity to deal with the production numbers. The next picture shows 
the histogram regarding the production of last year. 
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More detailed information about the analysis for the production is shown in the picture below. 
This is part of the information set (until 17 November 2019) that contains the production in 
tons of each machine for each day. 
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Appendix D: CAPM calculations (chapter 7) 

Below, two year of stock information and data from the Fama & French (n.d.) is displayed. 
These two years serve as example, since the used real data set contained data up to 2007. 

 Smurfit Kappa stock Data from Fama & French 

Date Adjusted close Return (in %) Mkt-RF SMB HML RMW CMA RF 

01-12-2019 2920 6.9597 4.07 2.7 0.4 -0.39 0.14 0.14 

01-11-2019 2730 6.1431 1.78 1.88 -2.29 1.32 -1.65 0.12 

01-10-2019 2572 6.9371 3.26 0.83 -0.51 1.27 -1.59 0.15 

01-09-2019 2405.151855 -4.0221 2.15 -0.67 3.08 -0.47 1.25 0.18 

01-08-2019 2505.942871 -2.7607 -2.39 -0.68 -1.91 0.88 -0.02 0.16 

01-07-2019 2577.0896 9.4878 -2.56 -1.32 0.04 -1.17 0.05 0.19 

01-06-2019 2353.768311 8.2727 5.87 -2.55 -1.32 1.49 0.1 0.18 

01-05-2019 2173.925293 1.1460 -5.34 1.2 -1.54 -0.59 0.01 0.21 

01-04-2019 2149.294434 4.2247 3.7 0.14 -1.05 0.34 -0.29 0.21 

01-03-2019 2062.173828 0.5602 0.58 -1.8 -2.32 1.23 -0.87 0.19 

01-02-2019 2050.685547 -2.7248 2.93 -1.47 -1.22 -0.02 -0.16 0.18 

01-01-2019 2108.127686 5.7637 6.19 0.56 -0.96 1.66 -1.28 0.21 

01-12-2018 1993.243286 -2.0696 -4.59 -0.51 0.95 0.7 0 0.19 

01-11-2018 2035.367432 -17.1473 -1.31 -1.11 -0.57 0.78 0.46 0.18 

01-10-2018 2456.610107 -14.8168 -8.54 -1.51 1.48 -0.37 1.15 0.19 

01-09-2018 2883.912354 -7.0948 0.12 -1.34 2.33 -0.53 0.64 0.15 

01-08-2018 3104.145264 4.4728 -2.65 0.85 -2.64 0.87 -1.74 0.16 

01-07-2018 2971.246338 2.0874 2.69 -2.06 0.41 -0.53 -0.86 0.16 

01-06-2018 2910.492188 -0.5837 -0.92 -0.9 -1.56 -0.16 -0.57 0.14 

01-05-2018 2927.579102 1.8880 -2.73 1.08 -4.98 2.38 -2.42 0.14 

01-04-2018 2873.330078 7.3560 2.2 -0.71 1.5 -0.52 0.43 0.14 

01-03-2018 2676.450439 13.3753 -0.71 -0.56 -0.94 1.45 -1.37 0.12 

01-02-2018 2360.699951 2.8317 -5.35 1.1 -0.75 0.19 -0.25 0.11 

01-01-2018 2295.692383 -1.3961 5.52 0.64 1.1 -2.13 0.91 0.11 

To prove that the data from Fama & French is not annualized yet, the market returns were 
compared with data of one European stock market index (the N100) of which it is known that 
they are not annualized. An example of this data is shown in the table below, which shows 
two years of data.  
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Date Open High Low Close Adj Close return 

01-12-2019 1131.09998 1160.81995 1095.84998 1144.39002 1144.39002 1.28% 

01-11-2019 1101.12 1139.35999 1100.05005 1129.96997 1129.96997 2.92% 

01-10-2019 1102.96997 1107.19995 1046.35999 1097.89002 1097.89002 -0.12% 

01-09-2019 1064.81006 1100.32996 1057.25 1099.17004 1099.17004 3.30% 

01-08-2019 1075.06006 1087.72998 1005.17999 1064.08997 1064.08997 -1.57% 

01-07-2019 1080.96997 1108.47998 1074.27002 1081.08997 1081.08997 0.90% 

01-06-2019 1015.34998 1080.34998 1010.92999 1071.43994 1071.43994 4.83% 

01-05-2019 1083.29004 1084.18994 1013.58002 1022.09003 1022.09003 -5.94% 

01-04-2019 1050.31995 1089.06006 1047.23999 1086.57996 1086.57996 4.23% 

01-03-2019 1024.90002 1056.72998 1011.78003 1042.47998 1042.47998 2.27% 

01-02-2019 975.880005 1020.44 971.340027 1019.34003 1019.34003 4.75% 

01-01-2019 902.049988 976.26001 894.559998 973.099976 973.099976 6.16% 

01-12-2018 993.73999 993.919983 884.349976 916.630005 916.630005 -5.81% 

01-11-2018 983.969971 1005.65997 952.570007 973.200012 973.200012 -1.26% 

01-10-2018 1060.93005 1065.91003 951.330017 985.640015 985.640015 -7.09% 

01-09-2018 1057.52002 1070.67004 1022.98999 1060.91003 1060.91003 0.21% 

01-08-2018 1081.34998 1084.10999 1041.56995 1058.72998 1058.72998 -1.80% 

01-07-2018 1034.18005 1081.35999 1029.80005 1078.16003 1078.16003 3.19% 

01-06-2018 1056.18994 1080.93994 1029.70996 1044.81006 1044.81006 -0.41% 

01-05-2018 1061.93994 1090.19995 1044.20996 1049.06006 1049.06006 -1.36% 

01-04-2018 1005.84003 1063.75 996.929993 1063.55005 1063.55005 5.12% 

01-03-2018 1027.33997 1036.82996 986.630005 1011.71997 1011.71997 -1.62% 

01-02-2018 1067.69995 1071.55005 982.359985 1028.33997 1028.33997 -3.26% 

01-01-2018 1034.10999 1081.76001 1024.58997 1063 1063 2.93% 

 

Results analysis standard CAPM 

There are three methods to determine the beta for the Smurfit Kappa stock using the FTSE 
100 index as a market portfolio proxy. The first method is shown in the table below which 
uses the formula of beta 

Beta using covariance formula 

2.150427     
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Another method is to conduct a regression between the monthly returns of the stock and the 
FTSE 100. Then, the coefficient of the market portfolio proxy is the beta we are looking for. 
The output of the regression can be found below. 

 

The third method uses the chart and trendline, which are shown below. 

Beta using chart and trendline  

2.1504     

SUMMARY   Beta  using regression       

      2.14737909           

Data of regression               

Multiple R 0.56030371               

R Square 0.31394025               

Adjusted R Square 0.3094562               

Standard Error 0.12309657               

Observations 155               

                  

ANOVA                 

  df SS MS F Significance 
F 

      

Regression 1 1.06088524 1.06088524 70.0126445 3.4374E-14       

Residual 153 2.31837324 0.01515277 
  

      

Total 154 3.37925848             

                  

  Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 
95.0% 

Upper 
95.0% 

Intercept 0.01118143 0.00994525 1.12429836 0.26265886 -0.0084673 0.03083019 -0.0084673 0.03083019 

Returns FTSE 2.14737909 0.25746131 8.34058956 4.1482E-14 1.63871435 2.65604384 1.63871435 2.65604384 
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Multifactor model 

The regression results for the multifactor model are summarized in the tables below. Only the 
regression results that are not already mentioned in the main text are found here. 

Indicator Value 

Adjusted R-square 0.408025054 

Significance regression F-test  6.35648E-17 

 Coefficient Significance 

Intercept 1.623258728 0.11046291 

Mkt-Rf 1.391302815 3.89344E-10 

SMB 1.253840736 0.022914776 

RMW -1.338217355 0.075931371 

CMA -1.747343978 0.039066775 

  

Indicator Value 

Adjusted R-square 0.396603615 

Significance regression F-test  2.54788E-16 

 Coefficient Significance 

Intercept 1.025796791 0.286167986 

Mkt-Rf 1.503998727 1.03298E-09 

y = 2.1504x + 0.0117
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SMB 1.444447369 0.008286437 

HML 0.32082704 0.564987421 

CMA -1.27142888 0.151128501 

 

Indicator Value 

Adjusted R-square 0.399306201 

Significance regression F-test  4.63946E-17 

 Coefficient Significance 

Intercept 0.915760495 0.329995504 

Mkt-Rf 1.58924517 9.90761E-16 

SMB 1.486952103 0.006009148 

CMA -0.987323841 0.177606292 

 

Indicator Value 

Adjusted R-square 0.39477674 

Significance regression F-test  8.07677E-17 

 Coefficient Significance 

Intercept 1.089123574 0.272422263 

Mkt-Rf 1.592801004 1.09105E-14 

SMB 1.618496437 0.002322879 

RMW -0.548421736 0.402118227 
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Appendix E: NPV and scenarios  

Scenario calculations: Cost of equity 

A stock return analysis was conducted to estimate the cost of equity. The analysis was 
conducted in Excel. Stock data was used from March 2007 until January 2020. A part of the 
data is shown in the table on the next page, which contains roughly one month of stock return 
and price data. Daily returns were determined from the closing prices, which consequently 
used for the average daily return, which is on its turn annualized. These figures are 
summarized below.  

Daily returns measures: 
  

Formula Remarks 

Average R 0,00061855 
 

Average of all adj. Close 
 

St. Dev. 0,02770091 
   

Variance 0,00076734 
 

StDev ^ 2 
 

 

Annualization of daily PI's Formula Remarks 

Average R 0,16717807 
 

(1 + daily avg R)^250 - 1 250 trading days 

St. Dev. 0,43798981 
 

Daily StDev * SQRT(250) 250 trading days 

Variance 0,19183507 
 

StDev ^2 
 

 

Daily stock data of roughly one month 

Date Open High Low Close Adj Close Volume Return daily 

28-01-2020 2650 2690 2640 2688 2688 152435 0,00900901 

27-01-2020 2730 2730 2648 2664 2664 300560 -0,027027 

23-01-2020 2728 2768 2714 2738 2738 266295 0,00073099 

22-01-2020 2724 2738 2706 2736 2736 375523 0,00588235 

21-01-2020 2726 2726 2694,540039 2720 2720 284890 -0,005848 

20-01-2020 2718 2736 2710 2736 2736 432879 0,00662252 

17-01-2020 2752 2766,77002 2718 2718 2718 495226 -0,0123547 

16-01-2020 2870 2870 2746 2752 2752 358955 -0,030303 

15-01-2020 2836 2872 2826 2838 2838 523449 0,00424628 

14-01-2020 2868 2902 2826 2826 2826 416281 -0,0167015 

13-01-2020 2824 2895,459961 2806,01001 2874 2874 270071 0,01698514 

10-01-2020 2882 2884 2804 2826 2826 217538 -0,015331 

09-01-2020 2866 2886 2842 2870 2870 155702 0,0034965 

08-01-2020 2848 2870 2832 2860 2860 376512 -0,0117484 
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07-01-2020 2872 2900 2854 2894 2894 439056 0,00836237 

06-01-2020 2886 2906 2859,540039 2870 2870 501219 -0,015775 

03-01-2020 2912 2928 2870 2916 2916 440856 -0,0088375 

02-01-2020 2926 2974 2918,449951 2942 2942 170043 0,00753425 

31-12-2019 2932 2932 2902 2920 2920 30164 -0,0040928 

30-12-2019 2976 2976 2926 2932 2932 153500 -0,0114633 

27-12-2019 2948 2968 2936 2966 2966 123697 0,01090661 

24-12-2019 2938 2960 2934 2934 2934 47182 -0,0054237 

23-12-2019 2934 2954 2912 2950 2950 392486 0,00476839 

20-12-2019 2920 2938 2894 2936 2936 557387 0,01171606 

19-12-2019 2900 2910 2876 2902 2902 1061682 0,00693963 

18-12-2019 2878 2899,149902 2868 2882 2882 305140 0,00910364 

17-12-2019 2858 2872 2834 2856 2856 274533 0,00421941 

16-12-2019 2800 2850 2762 2844 2844 640084 0,03043478 

13-12-2019 2712 2842 2698 2760 2760 469411 0,00803506 

12-12-2019 2712 2748 2692 2738 2738 250822 0,01257396 

11-12-2019 2686 2714 2674 2704 2704 494454 0,01349325 

10-12-2019 2650 2692 2624 2668 2668 279204 0,0015015 

09-12-2019 2634 2684 2634 2664 2664 176249 0,00301205 

06-12-2019 2612 2682 2594 2656 2656 237969 0,01918649 

05-12-2019 2700 2700 2600 2606 2606 585936 -0,0348148 

04-12-2019 2664 2726 2664 2700 2700 389734 0,00746269 

03-12-2019 2714 2748 2666 2680 2680 456921 -0,0147059 

02-12-2019 2718 2796 2718 2720 2720 191765 -0,003663 

29-11-2019 2718 2762 2718 2730 2730 187646 -0,0065502 

28-11-2019 2744 2768 2730 2748 2748 157781 -0,0093727 

27-11-2019 2786 2798,570068 2754 2774 2774 230083 0,00507246 

26-11-2019 2796 2796 2744 2760 2760 242330 -0,0021692 

25-11-2019 2730 2778 2730 2766 2766 141677 0,01616458 

22-11-2019 2668 2738 2658 2722 2722 369325 0,0256217 

21-11-2019 2666 2694 2644 2654 2654 397432 -0,0119136 

20-11-2019 2704 2704 2670 2686 2686 432027 -0,0037092 

19-11-2019 2740 2744 2686 2696 2696 412563 -0,0117302 
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All NPV calculations 

Below, all other NPV calculations are given that are not included in the main text. The NPV 
calculation using discount factor based on the cost of debt is shown below (based on fictive 
figures) 

Scenario debt 

     

Scenario 
expected 
savings 

Base Good general Bad General Good reduction  Bad reduction 

1  € (10,515,932.96)  € (10,349,138.66)  € (10,723,273.58)  € (10,359,265.98)  € (10,885,018.00) 

2  € 1,885,099.33   € 2,043,573.72   € 1,688,101.11   € 2,033,951.57   € 1,534,424.71  

3  € 1,791,068.24   € 1,941,637.74   € 1,603,896.55   € 1,932,495.55   € 1,457,885.71  

4  € 1,701,727.55   € 1,844,786.45   € 1,523,892.20   € 1,836,100.29   € 1,385,164.57  

5  € 1,616,843.27   € 1,752,766.22   € 1,447,878.58   € 1,744,513.34   € 1,316,070.85  

6  € 1,536,193.14   € 1,665,336.08   € 1,375,656.61   € 1,657,494.86   € 1,250,423.61  

7  € 1,459,565.92   € 1,582,267.06   € 1,307,037.16   € 1,574,816.96   € 1,188,050.93  

8  € 1,386,760.97   € 1,503,341.62   € 1,241,840.53   € 1,496,263.15   € 1,128,789.49  

9  € 1,317,587.62   € 1,428,353.09   € 1,179,895.99   € 1,421,627.70   € 1,072,484.07  

10  € 1,251,864.72   € 1,357,105.07   € 1,121,041.32   € 1,350,715.15   € 1,018,987.24  

11  € 1,189,420.17   € 1,289,410.99   € 1,065,122.39   € 1,283,339.81   € 968,158.90  

12  € 1,130,090.42   € 1,225,093.58   € 1,011,992.77   € 1,219,325.23   € 919,865.94  

13  € 1,073,720.11   € 1,163,984.40   € 961,513.32   € 1,158,503.79   € 873,981.89  

14  € 1,020,161.63   € 1,105,923.42   € 913,551.85   € 1,100,716.19   € 830,386.59  

15  € 969,274.71   € 1,050,758.59   € 867,982.76   € 1,045,811.10   € 788,965.88  

16  € 920,926.09   € 998,345.46   € 824,686.71   € 993,644.75   € 749,611.29  

17  € 874,989.16   € 948,546.75   € 783,550.31   € 944,080.53   € 712,219.75  

18  € 831,343.62   € 901,232.07   € 744,465.86   € 896,988.62   € 676,693.35  

19  € 789,875.17   € 856,277.50   € 707,330.98   € 852,245.72   € 642,939.05  

20  € 750,475.22   € 813,565.32   € 672,048.44   € 809,734.65   € 610,868.46  

21  € 713,040.59   € 772,983.68   € 638,525.83   € 769,344.09   € 580,397.59  

22  € 677,473.24   € 734,426.30   € 606,675.37   € 730,968.26   € 551,446.64  

23  € 643,680.04   € 697,792.21   € 576,413.66   € 694,506.66   € 523,939.80  

24  € 611,572.49   € 662,985.47   € 547,661.43   € 659,863.81   € 497,805.03  

25  € 581,066.50   € 629,914.93   € 520,343.40   € 626,948.98   € 472,973.90  

 NPV   € 16,207,886.95   € 18,621,269.05   € 13,207,831.56   € 18,474,734.77   € 10,867,517.26  

Probability 
savings 
scenario 

40.00% 20.00% 15.00% 5.00% 20.00% 
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Expected NPV € 15,285,823.51 St. Dev. € 10,900,211.23   

The NPV calculation using discount factor based on the WACC with scenario 1 of the CAPM 
is shown below (based on fictive figures). 

Scenario WACC scenario 1 CAPM 

    

Scenario expected 
savings 

Base Good general Bad General Good reduction  Bad reduction 

1  € (10,830,484.04)  € (10,690,133.07)  € (11,004,953.18)  € (10,698,654.81)  € (11,141,054.88) 

2  € 1,334,758.52   € 1,446,967.49   € 1,195,272.48   € 1,440,154.45   € 1,086,460.76  

3  € 1,067,123.86   € 1,156,833.62   € 955,606.40   € 1,151,386.67   € 868,612.70  

4  € 853,153.07   € 924,874.97   € 763,996.16   € 920,520.21   € 694,445.71  

5  € 682,085.92   € 739,426.75   € 610,806.01   € 735,945.16   € 555,201.24  

6  € 545,319.73   € 591,163.05   € 488,332.28   € 588,379.56   € 443,876.91  

7  € 435,976.76   € 472,627.96   € 390,415.96   € 470,402.59   € 354,874.41  

8  € 348,558.33   € 377,860.54   € 312,133.00   € 376,081.38   € 283,717.95  

9  € 278,668.32   € 302,095.09   € 249,546.69   € 300,672.68   € 226,829.19  

10  € 222,792.07   € 241,521.50   € 199,509.67   € 240,384.29   € 181,347.29  

11  € 178,119.66   € 193,093.62   € 159,505.65   € 192,184.44   € 144,985.04  

12  € 142,404.59   € 154,376.09   € 127,522.90   € 153,649.21   € 115,913.85  

13  € 113,850.80   € 123,421.88   € 101,953.07   € 122,840.75   € 92,671.77  

14  € 91,022.39   € 98,674.36   € 81,510.29   € 98,209.75   € 74,090.00  

15  € 72,771.34   € 78,889.00   € 65,166.53   € 78,517.55   € 59,234.09  

16  € 58,179.84   € 63,070.83   € 52,099.88   € 62,773.86   € 47,356.96  

17  € 46,514.10   € 50,424.39   € 41,653.24   € 50,186.97   € 37,861.34  

18  € 37,187.48   € 40,313.71   € 33,301.28   € 40,123.90   € 30,269.70  

19  € 29,730.96   € 32,230.34   € 26,623.99   € 32,078.59   € 24,200.27  

20  € 23,769.55   € 25,767.78   € 21,285.57   € 25,646.46   € 19,347.83  

21  € 19,003.48   € 20,601.04   € 17,017.56   € 20,504.04   € 15,468.37  

22  € 15,193.06   € 16,470.29   € 13,605.34   € 16,392.74   € 12,366.78  

23  € 12,146.67   € 13,167.81   € 10,877.31   € 13,105.81   € 9,887.10  

24  € 9,711.12   € 10,527.51   € 8,696.28   € 10,477.94   € 7,904.62  

25  € 7,763.93   € 8,416.62   € 6,952.58   € 8,376.99   € 6,319.65  
      

NPV   € (4,204,678.51)  € (3,507,316.82)  € (5,071,563.07)  € (3,549,658.81)  € (5,747,811.36) 

Probability 
savings scenario 

40.00% 20.00% 15.00% 5.00% 20.00% 

Expected NPV € (4,471,114.44) St. Dev. € 2,848,082.87   
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The NPV calculation using discount factor based on the WACC with scenario 2 of the CAPM 
is shown below (based on fictive figures). 

Scenario WACC scenario 2 CAPM 

    

Scenario 
expected 
savings 

Base Good general Bad General Good reduction  Bad reduction 

1  € (10,628,154.75)  € (10,470,794.59)  € (10,823,767.87)  € (10,480,349.09)  € (10,976,363.79) 

2  € 1,677,882.08   € 1,818,936.37   € 1,502,538.66   € 1,810,371.92   € 1,365,754.94  

3  € 1,504,017.64   € 1,630,455.69   € 1,346,843.54   € 1,622,778.70   € 1,224,233.54  

4  € 1,348,169.27   € 1,461,505.64   € 1,207,281.77   € 1,454,624.15   € 1,097,376.79  

5  € 1,208,470.13   € 1,310,062.42   € 1,082,181.58   € 1,303,894.00   € 983,665.10  

6  € 1,083,246.80   € 1,174,311.96   € 970,044.44   € 1,168,782.72   € 881,736.38  

7  € 970,999.28   € 1,052,628.15   € 869,527.11   € 1,047,671.85   € 790,369.65  

8  € 870,383.00   € 943,553.38   € 779,425.52   € 939,110.66   € 708,470.46  

9  € 780,192.73   € 845,781.08   € 698,660.38   € 841,798.73   € 635,057.78  

10  € 699,348.09   € 758,140.09   € 626,264.23   € 754,570.39   € 569,252.22  

11  € 626,880.68   € 679,580.57   € 561,369.88   € 676,380.77   € 510,265.53  

12  € 561,922.45   € 609,161.50   € 503,199.96   € 606,293.27   € 457,391.12  

13  € 503,695.27   € 546,039.36   € 451,057.69   € 543,468.33   € 409,995.62  

14  € 451,501.68   € 489,458.01   € 404,318.48   € 487,153.40   € 367,511.31  

15  € 404,716.46   € 438,739.70   € 362,422.44   € 436,673.90   € 329,429.29  

16  € 362,779.18   € 393,276.89   € 324,867.73   € 391,425.15   € 295,293.37  

17  € 325,187.51   € 352,525.00   € 291,204.49   € 350,865.14   € 264,694.67  

18  € 291,491.13   € 315,995.88   € 261,029.48   € 314,508.01   € 237,266.65  

19  € 261,286.42   € 283,251.95   € 233,981.25   € 281,918.26   € 212,680.75  

20  € 234,211.56   € 253,901.00   € 209,735.79   € 252,705.51   € 190,642.48  

21  € 209,942.24   € 227,591.43   € 188,002.68   € 226,519.82   € 170,887.85  

22  € 188,187.74   € 204,008.09   € 168,521.59   € 203,047.52   € 153,180.21  

23  € 168,687.47   € 182,868.49   € 151,059.15   € 182,007.46   € 137,307.47  

24  € 151,207.84   € 163,919.41   € 135,406.19   € 163,147.60   € 123,079.48  

25  € 135,539.48   € 146,933.86   € 121,375.22   € 146,242.02   € 110,325.82  
      

NPV  € 4,391,791.37   € 5,811,831.34   € 2,626,551.39   € 5,725,610.21   € 1,249,504.70  

Probability 
savings 
scenario 

40% 20% 15% 5% 20% 

Expected NPV € 3,849,246.98 St. Dev. € 1,453,301.30   
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The NPV calculation using discount factor based on the WACC with scenario 3 of the CAPM 
is shown below (based on fictive figures). 

Scenario WACC 
scenario 3 
CAPM 

     

Scenario 
expected 
savings 

Base Good general Bad General Good reduction  Bad reduction 

1  € (10,626,139.12)  € (10,468,609.51)  € (10,821,962.89)  € (10,478,174.30)  € (10,974,723.12) 

2  € 1,681,497.56   € 1,822,855.79   € 1,505,776.30   € 1,814,272.88   € 1,368,697.85  

3  € 1,508,881.51   € 1,635,728.45   € 1,351,199.12   € 1,628,026.64   € 1,228,192.62  

4  € 1,353,985.56   € 1,467,810.89   € 1,212,490.24   € 1,460,899.71   € 1,102,111.10  

5  € 1,214,990.63   € 1,317,131.09   € 1,088,020.68   € 1,310,929.39   € 988,972.64  

6  € 1,090,264.39   € 1,181,919.50   € 976,328.68   € 1,176,354.44   € 887,448.52  

7  € 978,342.06   € 1,060,588.21   € 876,102.54   € 1,055,594.44   € 796,346.49  

8  € 877,909.24   € 951,712.32   € 786,165.24   € 947,231.19   € 714,596.63  

9  € 787,786.47   € 854,013.21   € 705,460.55   € 849,992.09   € 641,238.90  

10  € 706,915.35   € 766,343.51   € 633,040.70   € 762,735.19   € 575,411.79  

11  € 634,346.15   € 687,673.65   € 568,055.18   € 684,435.74   € 516,342.24  

12  € 569,226.63   € 617,079.72   € 509,740.83   € 614,174.21   € 463,336.54  

13  € 510,792.02   € 553,732.70   € 457,412.81   € 551,125.46   € 415,772.20  

14  € 458,356.08   € 496,888.64   € 410,456.58   € 494,549.05   € 373,090.63  

15  € 411,303.02   € 445,879.97   € 368,320.69   € 443,780.55   € 334,790.59  

16  € 369,080.24   € 400,107.66   € 330,510.31   € 398,223.75   € 300,422.28  

17  € 331,191.89   € 359,034.15   € 296,581.40   € 357,343.64   € 269,582.09  

18  € 297,193.01   € 322,177.09   € 266,135.50   € 320,660.12   € 241,907.83  

19  € 266,684.32   € 289,103.64   € 238,815.05   € 287,742.39   € 217,074.51  

20  € 239,307.54   € 259,425.37   € 214,299.22   € 258,203.87   € 194,790.48  

21  € 214,741.15   € 232,793.77   € 192,300.09   € 231,697.66   € 174,794.04  

22  € 192,696.65   € 208,896.06   € 172,559.31   € 207,912.47   € 156,850.36  

23  € 172,915.16   € 187,451.59   € 154,845.04   € 186,568.98   € 140,748.71  

24  € 155,164.36   € 168,208.54   € 138,949.24   € 167,416.53   € 126,299.99  

25  € 139,235.78   € 150,940.90   € 124,685.25   € 150,230.19   € 113,334.52  

NPV  € 4,536,667.63   € 5,968,886.90   € 2,756,287.68   € 5,881,926.27   € 1,367,430.43  

Probability 
savings 
scenario 

40% 20% 15% 5% 20% 

Expected NPV € 3,989,469.98 St. Dev. € 1,465,765.87   
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DOL calculations 

Below, the table with output of the calculations for the degrees of operating leverage is given. 
Also Q" was calculated and added to the table in the last row. 

 
DOL 
calculation 

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

All in 
million 
euros 

             

Revenue 
(sales) 

7272 7062 6057 6677 7357 7335 7957 8083 8109 8159 8562 8946 9048 

% change 
revenue 

- -2.89% -
14.23% 

10.24% 10.18% -0.30% 8.48% 1.58% 0.32% 0.62% 4.94% 4.48% 1.14% 

Operating 
income 
(EBIT) 

562 282 267 409 590 634 643 661 711 815 797 1034 884 

% change 
operating 
income 

- -49.82% -5.32% 53.18% 44.25% 7.46% 1.42% 2.80% 7.56% 14.63% -2.21% 29.74% -14.51% 

DOL - 17.253 0.374 5.196 4.345 -24.939 0.167 1.768 23.516 23.723 -0.447 6.630 -12.723 

!+  
1.062 -0.597 1.238 1.299 0.961 -0.201 2.302 1.044 1.044 0.309 1.178 0.927 

 
 


